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IHTRODUCTION 
In the last half of the nineteenth century many Americans believed 
that education for the masses was the panacea for all of society's ills. 
Newt.on Bateman, Superintendent of Public Instruction for Illi�is, in his 
report to tho Governor on the cond.1 tion of education in the state in 1866 
expressed his reasons for such � faith in mass education. He wrote: 
The grand argument for education is that it �•kes men masters 
of the powera which God has given them, be t.he7 more or lesaJ 
that it both develops the forces ot the brain and hand and 
heart and subordinate• them to the guidance or an intelligent 
purpose, and thus rend.era thttm available for all the uses and 
emerge�ciea of lite and of affairs, and reduplicates their power. 
Bateman was first elected to t he position in 1858, re-elected in 
1860, 1864, 1866, and 1870, a nd was defeated in 1862. The law was changed 
in 1865 so that the last tvo terms were four year ones. At the time 
he wrote the above words he was primarily renecting on the role he felt. 
the tree school systems of the Union states had played in the Civil 
War, but tha idea he expressed is applicable as a general statement of 
his views and appeared repeatedly in all his reports. 
Newton Bateman believed that an important !actor in the def eat 
ot the Confederacy was the auperior education of the average IJnion soldier, 
and he used this argument to emphasize his opinion that the free school 
1Illinois, Departcaent of Public Instruction, Sixth Biennial 
Report of the Superintendent of Public Inst.ruction � !!!!! State � 
lllinoi'Si IB6S-1866, P• 4. -
l 
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system in Illinois ought to be made more efficient and effective, that 
it should offer more to and demand more from a larger nu111ber of student• 
than it attracted at that time. He -was a leading spokesman tor the cause 
ot mass ed�cation not only in Illinois but throughout the country. 
Bateman was ealled the "Horace Mann of the west, • • •  the Abraham Lincoln 
among educators," and was referred to as "one of the most notevort� 
figures in the state, being a man of extraordinary personality aa well. 
2 
aa unusual gifts." 
When Newton Bateman first became Superintendent of Public 
Instruction there was a free school law in operation in Illinois, but 
when he le.ft office sixteen years later there was a free school article 
iii the Constitution enacted in 1870. The earlier state constitutions had 
incl�ded nothing on the subject, but left the matter of public education 
up to the vhitH or tb.• legislators. After 1870 there vaa no longer any 
doubt about the place of education in Illinois for the General A ssembly 
vaa now required to "provide a thorou&h and e.ft1cient system o! free 
schools, Whereby all children ot thi8 state may receive • good com110n 
3 
school education." 
Aa bead of the state's Department of Education the Superintendent 
had a great deal to do with the dratting of the article, and he •lao 
played • major role in getting it included in the constitution. Bateman 
2A. E. Winship, Great American Educatore vi.th Chapters on 
American Education (Nev York, 1900), p. 144; Burt E. Powell, Semi­
Centennial Historz � the University of Illinois, Vol. It The Move­
ment for Industrial Education and the Establi1duuent of the Universitz: 
1840-1870 (Urbanna, 1918), P• 339.-
- -
)Illinois, Constitution, Art. 8, sec. l. The terms "free school.a" 
and "common schools" are used interchapgeably. 
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was not a politician, although he held elective office, but a professional 
educator, and he provided a constant steady pressure that influenced 
public opinion in favor of a sta� supported ayeteN ot schools. Until 
1870 there was a large and Tocal segment of the population in opposition 
to such an idea; after 1870 the opposition gradually quieted and accepted 
the situation With resignation. tlevton Bateun used logic and reason to 
press his case and he was careful to tapl•1n in great detail any point he 
wished to r11alce. 
As a full-ti111e professional educator just about all his interests 
centered on his "Wt>rk and the institutions it involved. Bateman's 
dedication ie evident in the seven volumes of biennial. reports he wrote 
while in office. These reports werft required by the law as a part or hia 
job, but they were far more than just statement of how many students 
were in the system, how Many teachffrs there were, or the amount spent on 
new schools. The reports were an expression ot his belief's, aims, and 
his philosophy of education, and they received national •nd international 
recognition, parts of them being reprinted in five foreign languages. 
Theoretically they were to contain the statistical and verbal reports or 
the local unite of the aahool system, an overall statistical report with 
an explanation, a discussion of the faults and weaknesses of the system, 
and suggestions for improvement. Bateman followed this procedure in his 
first Report issued in 186o, but in successive volumes he increasingly 
expressed hia own views on such topics as the purpose and value of 
education, how a teacher should teach, what the American idea of education 
was, and why certain basic retvisions to the system were necessary. These 
essa�s were designed to influence the public. and the legislature. In 
4 
addition, he compiled a book of School b.!!!! .!.!.!! C.011lJ'llOn School Decisions 
£.!. the State � Illinois in 1867. The courts accepted School � •• 
the authority on the school system and several revised editionB were 
published as the law W•a amended and then rewritten in 1872 and •Mended 
again. The last edition was extensively revised and published in 1890. 
The free school l.w of Illinois was only fiTe years old when 
Bateman took office in 18$9 as the third state superintendent. Hia 
duties were merely outlined in the law and tew precedents had been set 
by his predecessors. In his tourteen years in office Newton Bateman had 
time to fully deTelop i ta potential aa he strove to perf eet education 
in Illinois. Perfection was never achieTed, but a 'WOrkable system wea. 
The example set by the etate in those years was studied by other states 
end Bateman gained a national reputation. In 1867 he was one ot three 
representatives of the National Association ot Superintendents who drew 
up the bill to establish • national Department of Education. Congress 
passed the bill, but in 1868 the Department was cut to a Bureau. 
When Bateman as1U111ed office the common schools of Illinois 
were ju�t beginning to become an educational system, but when he lett 
it, after the new law o! 1872 had been in effect about two and one-halt 
years, the schools were worthy of being called a system. With 
J10difioations, additions, and aorae rerlsion due to changes in society 
which came with industrielization and the growth ot the country, that 
system lasted Wltil the late 1940s when there was a general oTerhaul.ing. 
In his first three terms as Superintendent, 1859-1863 and 1865-1867, 
4 
"Litt.J.e Newt--the big schoolmaster" as Abraham Lincoln called him, 
fully l'9arned the problems of the free schools ot hie state and formulated 
his plans to develop an effective system ot public education. In 
general he folioved a middle course between those citizens who either 
were against the idea of tax supported schools or who wanted to offer 
only the most rudimentary education in them, and the people who desired 
to scrap the existing system and start all over again. Bateman aimed 
for that which was possible because he was a practical man, and it had 
taken Illinois too long to get what it had in the nature of school laws 
to consider trying to start all over again with a whole new system. The 
legislature was as likel.r to forget the entire matter am it was to attempt 
such a course. Therefore the Superintendent was willing to compromise on 
some issues to get others. He did come to realize that a few radical 
changes were necessary for the best program, but he held little hope of 
getting them. And he changed his rnind about other things, specifically 
the matter of different grades or teachers' certificates. Thus it was 
a period of education for the educator. 
In hie last eight years, 1867-1875, the Superintendent achieved 
some of his goals, especially the inclusion of the article on education 
in the new Constitution. And the rewriting of the school law in 1872 
incorporated several of his suggestions. But his goals were essentially 
the same in the last eight years as they were in the first six, and it ia 
their evolution and his development of the office of State Superintendent 
of Public Instruction which prompts this study. 
4Frank J. Heinl, "Congregationalism in Jacksonville and Early 
Illinois," Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society, XX.VII 
(April, 1934-JanuarY, 1935), 459. 
GHAPT&t I 
BIOGRAPHY OF N1:.:W'roN BA'l'EMA1� THROOOH 1866 
tlewton Bateman was born July 27, 1822 in Cumberland County in 
southern Nev Jersey of &lglish and Scottish ancestry. He was the 
youngest ot the tive children of Burgin and Ruth (Bower) Bateman. 
5 
His rather was a weaver and times were hard as mechanization proved 
5.A1though all sources agree that Newton Bateman was born in 
Cumberland County, there is considerable disagreement as to the exact 
location within the county. The Historical Encyclopedia � Illinois 
� Commemorative Biographies, Newton Bateman, Paul Selby, and J. 
Seymour Currey, ede. (Chicago, 1926), P• 311 states li'airfield as the 
name of the town. Thia work should be authoritative on Bateman's life 
but it was published after bis death, and Selby wrote th• information on 
him which it contains. In addition there are several other points or 
difference between it and other sources. w. I!;. Simonds, "Newton Bateroan, 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction and President of Knox Col lege," 
Illinois State Historical Societ1--Transactions .f2!: � !!.!!: 1935, no. 42, 
141, names Fairton. And a long-time friend of Bateman's, Dr. Samuel 
Williard, in bis "Add.rose on Newton Bateman Head to the State Teachers• 
Association, Decetiber 28, 1897," Tventz-Second Biennial Report � the 
Superintendent !!f Public Instruction 2f � State g!, Illinois, 1897-18981 
lxix, gives Bridgeton, the county seat, as his place of birth. Bridgeton 
and Fairton both exist today and are about five miles apart, with the 
former being by far the larger of the two. lt'airfield does not appear 
on present .ape and is not listed in the 1960 census. The state of 
New Jersey does not have records of births before 1848 according to 
M. D. Wal.en of the Board of Heal th in Bridgeton. Bateman rarely mentioned 
his early years and left no information on the subject. The New Jersey 
relatives to whom he wrote lived in none of these places. 
The spelling of Bargin is the one he used when signing letters to, 
his aon. They are on file in the Newton Bateman Manuscript Collection 
in the State Historical Library in Springfield, Illinois. Ruth Bateman's 
maiden name is also given as Boven and Brown in other sources, but one of 
her sons, Ebenezer, had Bower as his middle name and it was chosen to be 
her maiden name. Newton Bateman seems to have had no middle name or, if 
he did, he never used it or any initial. 
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superior to hand weaving. Poverty drove the family vest ahd in 1833 
they left New Jersey in a covered wagon. When they landed at 
Meredosia, Illinois on the Illinois River they buried Mrs. Bateman who 
died o! asiatic cholera. Burgin Bateman and the children settled in 
7 
Jacksonville, Illinois, and found life to be as hard aa it had been in 
New Jersey. Young !Jewton had no time to go to sohool tor he had to help 
support his family. 
At the age of tom-teen Newton Bateman became errand boy tor 
the family of a well-to-do Jackeonville lawyer. His experiences with 
thein, and especially his oontact with the young daughter ot the household, 
encouraged him to try and make something of hi.18self. He supposedly 
decided that someday he would speak 1t the commencement exercises of his 
college graduating class, a wild dream for a boy with his background and 
6 
opportunities. However, Bate�an applied himsal.t to this purpose, although 
it wae three years before he was able to enroll in the preparatory 
department of Illinois College in Jacksonville. In four months he paeeed 
the examinations required and entered the college itself. Illinois Coll�ge 
was a Congregationalist and Presbyterian school founded in 1829. The 
first class was graduated in 1835. Bateman enrolled in 1839 when there 
were approximatel,y seventy students in all departments of the college. 
He had cash aeeets ot only $2.SO when he entered Illinois College• 
and had to support himself by doing whatever odd jobs he could secure. 
Abraham Lincoln's well-known struggles were comparable to Bateman's. 
6.rhe .!l!_ §.:.. Biographical Dictionary !,!!! Portrait Galle� of 
Eminent � Sell'-;·�ade !i!Ei Illinois Vol. (Chicago, lBBJ}, p. 42. 
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It was common for students at the college to board themselves. They would 
buy bread, but made everything else. Bateman once lived tor two woeks 
on twelve and one-halt cents a week--he Made a corn meal mush and ate 
it without butter, milk, syrup, 1101888915 or anything to gi•e it fi&Yor. 
In his junior and senior years he regularly got by on sixty-t1t0 and 
one-halt cents a week. He was never well-fed until 80ritetime after 
graduation, tor his struggles were to continue. He burned lard in a 
saucer !or light to study by, and used a twisted rag hanging over the· 
side tor a wick. Hateman evidently did not live at hOllte during his 
!our years at IllinoiB College, but why he did not or where ha did live 
1 
is not known. 
His fellow students at college tound Newton Bateman's nature to 
be joyous and he had a spontaneous wit. But he could also suffer from 
depression when things did not go wel.l. Dr. Thomas K. Beecher, brother 
ot Henry Ward Beecher and a classmate of Bateman• s, said that bis 
"exuberance of the comic was a relie.t to his supersensitive nature and. 
lightened many a load which others would have carried with clenched teeth 
8 
and knitted brow." He was short, with a large, well-shaped head and a 
sympathetic face. He grew stout with the yeara and affected a large beard. 
The bushy white beard and mass of white hair across the back of his head, 
coupled with his short, !!Stout f'ree gave him a grandfatherly appearance 
rather than an 1-pooing one. 
7 Charles Henry Ranuaelkamp, Illinois Colleges A Centennial History, 
1829-1929 (Mew Haven, 1928), PP• Sj.84; Winship, Great AJ'Qerican &iuootors, 
PP• 137-138. 
8 As quoted in Winship, Great American Educators, p. 138. 
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In his senior year at Il linoia College the future Superintendent 
was chosen to teach a Latin clase in the preparatory department. He 
was also a ro under of the literary society, Sigina Pi. The societ7 
vaa a talk a nd debate group with a restricted me111bership, an original 
idea at the time. Bateman vas neYor an active Mamber for he graduated 
in 1843 just as the organization got start.Gd, and he is listed as en 
honorary member. There were ten young men in that class, and at 21 
Bateman was a speaker at the commencement ceremonies. Twonty-1'1.Ye years 
later ho was elected a member of the Illinois Colleee Board ot Trustees 
and seaas to h•Y• been an actiYe alumnus llhen it came to !und-ra1aing. 
Bat&Jllan waa balieally a rel.igioua �•n, althouab the tornt11l 
trapping• o! religion were never i•portant to him. He believed in 
•n all-powertlll. though kindly God and a rather stringent moral code. 
Thia aspect of Newton Bateman's per90nality shoved quite obrlouslJr, 
and deliberately, in the reports be waa later 'to write. Atter a sumer 
spent traYel1ng and working at odd jobs, he entered Lano Theological 
Se111inary in Cincinnati, Ohio in the tall ot 1843, to atudy for the 
ministry. t,i.tan Beecher, father ot his clasmate Th011as Beecher, was 
president or the Sertinary. Bateman•a health vas poor, perhaps because 
of the privations ot hia school years, and he had to quit. 
Sinoe no school was available, Bateman •tinished his education 
by an extensive tour in the u.s.n9 This was an olaborato way ot saying 
9 John Moaea (ed.), Biographical Diot.iona� and Portrait Oallerz 
o! tne Re,ereMntative Men o"t the lililted States, llnois Voi. (Cfde41go, 
DJ90), P• 267. 
- - -
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that he became a book agent selling historical charts in Ohio, Kentuck1, 
and Pennsylvania. Times were hard in those states and there was little 
demand for the c harts. He nearly staned and was poorly treated. The 
highlight of the nearly two years be spent as a salesman came on Hay 24, 
1844. In chapel talk given years later when he was president of Knox 
College in Galesburg, lll1nois, Bateman �or once talked about hiJ'llsel.! 
and told the story. Ho was visiting friends in Washington, D. c. and 
waa invited to go with them t.o the u. s. Supreme Court Room in the 
Capitol on that day to witnesa a demonstration of a new invention. 
Samuel F. B. Morse sent his first telegraph measage to Baltimore& 
"What hath God wrought?". It is believed that Bateinan got to s end one 
10 of the first ten ntessages that day. 
In 18lt5 the twenty-three year old Bateman decided to fj.nd a 
teaching position. He became principal of an English and Classical 
11 School in St. Louis, Missouri; perhaps he ewn founded it hL11aeJ.t. 
He was as poor as ever, perhaps he was eTen worse off because ha now 
had to present a favorable appearance as vell as merely surri.ve, and there 
was little money in the work. But he was a auccesstul teacher •nd was in 
tha company of bright men in education. His prospects were at least bet.ter. 
Two years later ho accepted a position as Proteeaor of Mathematica 
at St. Charle s College in St. Charles, Missouri, and stayed there for 
10 Simonds, "Newton Bateman, State Superintendent," 145-146. 
Thie story is not 1'11entioned in •l'l1 ot the other sources Qf biographical 
information on Bateman and it is unusual enough that 1t ought to b .. 
11cr. Selby's bio graphy in the Hist.orical En
�clopedia 21, Illinois, 
p. 37, with Wiftahip, Great Artleriean Educators, p. l • 
ll 
four yoars, until 1851. Because of his wit and conviviality Bateman vae 
welcome everywhere, and he enjoyed a prosperity hQI'et,otare unknown to 
him. On Strptember 1), 18.50 be married Sarah Dayton ot Jaekeonvill• and 
settled down. The rolloving year they returned to Jacksonville as Bat.eman 
had accepted the task of organizing the West Jackeonvil.le District School. 
Illinois had no eftecti,,e free school law based on .tate and 
local taxation until 1855. In lBSl when a.ten1an returned to Jacksonville, 
public schools were legal but depended for support on the local counties 
and COfn(llunities. The cit izens had to YOte on whether or not to have • 
school and support. it by a tax. A special charter from the state 
legislature was also necessary tor an incorporated town eueb as 
Jacksonville to have a tax-support.ad eohool. Bat..an accepted the 
challenge ot o.rganizing the school once it was authorised, and he set 
ap one vi.th !"our departrnentsa primary, intermediate, grammar, and high 
aohool. All were tree to resident children of Jacksonville. The high 
school waa one ot the n.rst in t.he at.ate. Newton Bate11an remained in 
Jacksonville tor sewn years as principal ot t.he school. The last to\U' 
ot thent he was also County Conadsaioner o! Schools tor Morgan County. 
The office ot County Cosdsaioner was an electiTe one and the fore-
runner of the County Superintendent o t  Schools. In 1857 Ba"terlan became 
principal ot the JaekaonY.i.lle Female Ac•dellly. 
During his years in JaokaonY'.1.lle he waa very active in educational 
affairs in the state or Illinois. Since he was something ot a public 
figure more is known of him, tor he is not the only sour ce of information, 
as was the case for his earlier years. He knew nt01ft ot the leaders in 
the tield of sducatinn in the State and was exposed to their ideaa and 
12 
ideals. .?<any of tha causes he later espoused as Superintendent of Public 
Instruction grew out of his experiences and contacts while in Jacksonville. 
At a meeting of educators in Bloomington in 1853 it was decided to 
form a state teachers' organization. 'fhe Illinois State Teachers• 
Institute met December 26-28, 1854 in Peoria. Newton Bateman was there 
and was elected a vice-president. William H. �>owell was elected president. 
The organization dacided to publish a periodical devoted to education and 
nanied it the Illinois Teacher. The first issue came out in 1855. The 
magazine stressed that univorsal tree education was a necessity and that. 
although the education offered in a private school was possibly superior 
at that time, teachers ought to work toward better common schools. The 
terms "free schools" and "common schools" were used interchangeably. Work 
on the Illinois Teacher was done voluntarily without salary, and 
advertisements and subscriptions were to pay for publication. The firm 
of Nason and Hill in Peoria printed it. 
Ninian w. Uwards, whose tether had been Governor of both Illinois 
•rerritory and the State of Illinois, waa tho recently appointed State 
Superintendent or Public Instruction. The office was established by law 
in 1854 and Governor Joel A. Matteson was authorized to appoint someone 
to till it until someone could be elected in the general election of 
1855. The lawmakers erred, for there vaa not general election scheduled 
tor 1855 and Edwards re�ained as Superintendent unti1 there was one in 
1856. The sane law which established the position also required the 
Superintendent to draft a bill setting up a system ot free schools and 
present it to the General Assembly in 185S. Edwards read his bill to the 
Peoria meeting before he gave it to the legislature. The State Teachers• 
Institute approved of it. 
lJ 
Bateman was an active mmber of the organization (which became the 
Illinois State Teachers• Association in 1856 and the Illinois Education 
Association in 1936}, and gained idde recognition for his work in it. 
The Institute met in Spring.tield 1n 1855 and came out in support of a 
atate normal university. Bateman was an ardent campaigner for this cause, 
and the law authorizing it was passed in 1857. At the Springfield meeting 
he "deliTered an instructive and interesting address upon the subject of 
popular fallacies in teaching," and reported for the Committee on School 
l.2 Gov�rnment. rie was also elected Corresponding Secretary and Agont tor 
the State Board ot Education, tho governing body of the institute. The 
Agent was to travel. throughout the state giving lectures to teachers and 
holding institutes to instruct them in the best methods of teaching. 
Bate111an proved unable to fulfill this obligation in its entirety and the 
whole Board sharod it with him. 
The Institute decided to nane their oandidate tor the 1856 election 
of State Superintendent of ?ublic Instruction. Of the !our �en suggested 
no one had a majority on the first ballot, although William H. Powell 
had a plurality. On the second vote Hewton Bateman was noo.inated by a 
Majority vote of thirty-tour to twenty-six over Powell. Bateman refused 
to seek the office and contented himsel..f' with the po9ition of Recording 
Secretary of the Teachers' Institute tor the next year. Powell, in 1R56, 
was nominated by the Republican Party for the superintendency and elected 
in Nov8fllber. 
12Aa quoted by John nilliston Cook, Educational History � 
Illinoisi Growth and .Progress in �ucational Affairs ot the State 
from the Earliest Day to the Present (Chicago, 1912), p:' ffi. 
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Sarah Baternan died in 1857, leaving her husband with a son, 
Cli�ford Rush, born March 1, 1854, and a daughter, Sarah D•yton. Another 
son, Newton, had died in inf'ancy. The widower married Hiss Annie 'ryler 
of l'assachusetts, a teacher at the Jacksonville Female Academy, in 
October, 1859. She bore him tvo daughters, Annie Tyler, born in 
August, 1861, and �lizabeth Newell. 
Bateman was a follower or Henry Clay and a \dlig who became a 
Republican when the party was organized in the mid 1850s. He wae not an 
ardent partisan in politics, although he was decidedl.y anti-slavery. 
He was well-known as a leading ed1.1cator in Illinois, and the Hapublican 
Party nominated h111 tor State Superintendent on June 16, 1858, the same 
day that Abraham Lincoln was nominated tor United States Sona tor. B2t911an 
did not want to run for several reasons. He was still depressed over 
the death ot hi8 wife. He was a friend of Powell, whom he believed wished 
another term. He had agreed to stay on as principal of the Jacksonville 
Female Academy for another year and disliked breaking his contract. 
Nevertheless he was prevailed upon to run and was elected. Newton 
Bateman took office in January, 1859 at the age of thirty-six. In 186o 
he was re-elected, although there was an attempt to �ake William Powell 
a1�ain the Republican candidate. This time, howeTer, Bateman wanted the 
position and vas nominated without any substantial opposition from Powell 
himself. 
Abraham Lincoln was defeated by S tephen A. Dotlilas !or the Son•te 
in 1858, but in 1860 he headed the national Republican t.1.cket as candidate 
for president. His Springfield office during the ca111paign, both before 
and after hie nomination, was in the Capitol and adjoined Bater.ian•s. 
lS 
The two men were friendly and Lincoln used to come often into Bateman's 
office to talk and discuss the speeches he was to tllake. The Superintendent 
was one of those who helped him with the historical facts and their 
arrangement in the Cooper Union speech given February 27, 186o. It was 
this address which propelled Lincoln to national recognition and greatlT 
helped him win the nomination for president. Bateman was probabl.7 
influential in getting Lincoln to sign the MoITill Land Grant Act in 
1862.13 The act provided that the federal government give each state 
301000 acres of land for each senator and representative in Congress. The 
land was to be sold 'fdth the resultant funds invested to provide an income 
for a college of agriculture and the mechanical arts. Although the law 
was named for Representative Justin s. Morrill of Vermont, the idea 
behind it was credited to Professor Jonathan B. Turner of Illinois College. 
Bateman studied under Turner and was an active supporter ot the land grant 
movement.. Undoubtedly he discussed it in his talks with Lincoln. 
John P. Brooks, the Democratic candidate for State Superintendent in 
1862, defeated Bateman, who joined the army as Assistant Provost-Marshall 
General--he was chief clerk in a department of the u.s. recruiting service 
and served in Springfield. In 186) Bateman was also president of the State 
Teachers' Association. The year 1864 saw a return of the Re1Jublicane to 
power, Bateman included. The school law of the following year stated that 
the office of State Superintendent was to become a four year one beginning 
in 1866. Newton Bateman waB nominated by acclamation at the state Republican 
convention in 1866 and again elected. He ran for the last time in 1870• 
since he decided to retire at the end of that term in oftice, January, 1875. 
13Frank J. Heinl, "Jacksonville and Horgan Countys 
Review," Journal of the Illinois State Historical Societz, 
J ul.y, 192S), J6. - -
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CHAPT!� TI 
DITT'EIDPHEN'f OF THI£ ILLINOIS SCHOOL LAWS 
Before Newton Bateman's work as State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction can be discussed it is necessary to give a history of the 
free school syete11  of Illinois and the conditions under which it operated 
in 1859 when he took of1'1.ce. 
Congress passed a land ordinance in 1785 to describe the method 
of surveying the area known as the Northwest Territory. The state of 
Illinois was once a part of that Territory. The land was to be divided 
into townships of six m.iles square containing thirty-six sections of 
640 acres each. One section in each township was allotted for the 
maintenance of public schools. This land was to be sold and the proceeds 
inveeted to forri a common school fund. On July 13, 17871 Congrees adopted 
the Northwest Ordinance to politically organize the Territory. Such 
organization was to lead to statehood and involved a form of limited 
self-government. There were six "arti cles of compact between the 
original States and the people and States in the said ·rerritoryJ 11 one 
of the articles stated that: 11Heligion, morality, and knowledge, being 
necessary to good goverment and the happiness ot 11tankind, schools and th• 
means of education shall f'ore�r be encouraged. nl4 
lhsamuel Eliot Morison and Henry Steele Commager, The Growth of 
!!:!! American Republic (Nev York, 1937), I, p. 148. � 
l.6 
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Some schools must have been established in the territory ot 
Illinois for the Ill.inois Intelligencer on September 5. 1816 reported 
that "at least one-third of the schools were really a public nuisance. 
and did the people more harm than good; another third about balanced the 
account by doing about as much harm as good• and perhaps one-third were 
15 advantageous to the community in Y&rious degrees." 
Congress passed an act on April 18, 1818 enabling the territory o� 
Illinois to apply for statehood. The ordinance inoluded four provisions, 
one of Which stated that: "The section numbered sixteen in every township, 
and when such section has been sold or otherwise disposed of, other land 
equivalent thereto, and as contiguous as niay be, shall be granted to the 
state, for the use of the inhabitants of such township, for the use or 
schools.n16 The statement was definites schools were to be established 
on a township basis. The act was adopted in convention in Kaskaskia on 
August 26, 1818. 'rhe article was the basis tor the common school system 
of Illinois, but no statement similar to it appeared as a law until 1855. 
There was no mention of a school system in any, constitution until 1870. 
However, the legislatures did recognize state ownership of section 
sixteen and the right of the townships to use it to support schools With-
out there being a law to that effect. 
Another article of the 1818 Act, the third, authorized a common 
school fund for the state composed of three-fifths of the money raised 
15As quoted in Paul E. Belting, "The Development of the Free 
Public High School in Illinois to 186o," Journal ot the Illinois State 
Historical Society, XI (April, 1918-January, 19191'; 21J2. 
16r11inois, Department of Public Instruct.ion, School Laws and 
Common School Decision 2! !!'.!! State of Illinois (Rev.; 1B90);-pj). 237-238. 
by the sale of public lands within the state after expenses. In 1825 
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the .t'irst free school law of Illinois was passed by the General Assembly• 
but it was not compulsory. The towMhips could be sub-divided into 
districts and echools could be eetablished either in the township as a 
whole or in the individual di !Jtricts. They vere to be free to re�dent 
children between the &t;es of five and twenty-one. Townships were to 
elect a three man board of trustees to handle their business. and the 
districts were to elect three members of a board of directors to establieh 
and run the schools. A general property tax vas blposed to meet school 
expenses, and this was to be used in addition to state funds t the 
interest on the co•mon school fund mentioned above, plus two per cent ot 
all monies collected by the state. 
It was not known how many districts were sot up or how many schools 
begun. There was no report of school .funds going to an,y •17 •rwo yeare 
later the law was amended so that only with hie ovn consent could a man 
be taxed to support the schools. Education was not that popular at the 
ti.Me, thus the law was in effect repealed for it was difficult to get tha 
consent of enough men to rai�e sufficient money to have schools. In 1829 
the section dealing With the two per cent o:f state funds was repealed. 
Thus tuition had to support what "free" schools of Illinois there were. 
Much of the education offered the children of thG state until 1665 
was under the auBpices of private academies. >fany of thAm were chartered 
by the state legislature and serYed in place of public Gchools. The 
charters varied but some generalizations can be made. ThQ academy was 
thought of as a Bchool offering a more advanced education than .1ust the 
17Belting, "Development of the Free Public High School," P• J6J. 
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primary grades and its function vae more to train leaders than to 
offer general public schooling. It was believed that academies should 
supply teachers for the COTl!l"ltOn schools. Until about 18'° the only way to 
get a secondary education was to attend an academy since high achools 
were just beginning to develop. But academies did also ofter the 
fundamentals and 118ny were required by their charters to off er a c011U10n 
school education. They were authorised to draw all, if the voters agreed, 
or part of the local common school funds in retum tor accepting local 
ohil.dren tor the pri.Jltar7 grade a on a reduced tuition basia. If local 
funds were sufficient the children were to attend tree. but this seldom 
occurred, and usually tuition was lowered by the amount ot public aid. 
Not only did the acad-.y often receive aome ot the local public 
school funds, it also could receiTe a share of the interest on the 
state common school fund. Children ot the poor and Indians were to 
attend free but this clause in their charter seldOlll put the academ7 
to much trouble. There were rev Indian children available am even 
it the poor were interested in educating their children, they did not 
care to publicly acknowledge their inability to pay for schooling. 
Academies were more liberal in their entrance require111ents than 
the common schools. Wonten were admitted to the higher branches on 
nearly equal tame with males. The academy was the first institution 
to give wORten higher education. Generally there were age am mental 
attainment requirements to enter one, but ability to pay tuition could 
sometimes overcome deficiencies. In fact tuition payment often proved to 
be the moat rigid entrance requirement. There vas no fixed school year. 
Charters continoed to be eranted to acad9l'li.es by spacial 
legislative acts until the Constitution ot 1870 outlawed all such special 
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acts except those s�tting up state controlled corporationa of learning. 
Before the new coneititution, however, special laws were also pasaed to 
provide tor the education 0£ all the children of a certain locality, 
usually a city or incorporated town, irrespective of how it tit the 
township sy stel'Q geographically. Thus the general school lns did not 
apply in their entirety to such schools. A board ot education vaa to 
run them instead of a board of directors. Special clauses in the school 
laws applied to these schools. 
There were some unchartered academies set up during this period, 
and someti111es they too managed to get a share of state and local tunds. 
Generally the unchartered academy had a short life, but there was also 
a great turnover among the chartered ones. The usual problem vas a 
shortage of funds which !orced them to close. 
The school law of 1841 stated that the county comnJisaioner of 
schools was to be elected instead of appointed. Until that time he had 
been only a land officer in char&e of the sale and rental of school 
lands. After 1841 he was to continue in this capacity but vaa also to 
share the responsibility of certifying teachers with the township school 
trustees. If a township was not organized and had no treasurer to 
handle the state and local funds but did have a school or an academy, the 
conmd.ssioner waa to pay the teachers from the school funds. The law 
also said that the interest on the state common school fund was to be 
distributed annually to the counties on the basis of the n1.1111ber of children 
under twenty-one. Townships, or fractions of tovnahips were now legall,y 
empowered to establish schools on the vote of the people. Thus cities 
and towns were able to form their ovn schools without a special charter, 
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although many did still get a charter which included permission to levy 
a tax to support the schools. The tax rate was limited by the charter. 
In 1845 the school law allowed school districts to tax inhabitants 
for schools by a two-thirds majority vote. The maximum amount of the 
tax was !'1.xed at $.15 on $100 valuation of property. The law was not 
very effective tor the two-thirds li1&jor1ty was difficult to get and 
the amount raised by the tax was quite small. In 1848 the vote in favor 
of taxation was changed to a si.Nple majority. 
Thare was a great deal ot discussion from 1841 until the 
Constitutional Convention ot 1847 abottt establishing a State Superintendent 
for Comnt0n Schools. The Constitution tailed to include •l'\Y statement on 
such an office but in 1847 the Secretary of State was made !! officio 
State Superintendent of Common Schools. He was to advise the county 
comndssioners and report biennially to the governor on the condition of 
the public schools. Thomas Campbell was the first man to hold this post. 
The same law also made the BChool or county commissioner !! oftioio 
county superintendent or cor:nnon schools. He was to carry out whate'V&r 
program the State Superintendent had and examine teachers. In 1854 the 
of !ice of State Superintendent of Public Instruction waa established as 
has been discussed. He was to have a salary of $1500 a year, keep an 
office in Spring.field, advise local school officors and teachers, and 
submit a biennial report to the aovernor based on information obtained 
from the county commissioners. He was also to make the rules necessary 
to carry out the school law and interpret that law for school officers. 
By 1850 a new idea was gaining followers. Two or roore districts 
would join together to set up a school system of three departmentss 
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primary, grar:unar, and a high school. There were always fewer students 
interested in the higher branches and a larger base vas needed to 
justify and support these schools. The 1847 law had stated that township 
trustees could change the borders of a district within the tovnship 11" a 
majority of the inhabitants of the districts involved wished it. This 
paved the way for uniting districts, and in 1853 the legislature gave a 
name to the new large districts formed .f'i-om two or more smaller oness 
Union School Districts. Now they were recognized and legal. 
Private schools existed at the most convenient place tor those 
who ran thorn and not necessarily for the students who attended. They 
were also too expensive tor many parents to afford them, even with the 
state arkl local aid the schools received. Because of their location 
many students had to live at the schools, and room and board plus the 
tuition further cut down the nwnber of children who could attend. Pr1 vate 
schools had better teachers than the public ones--they had to or they 
would draw tew pupils. Thus there was an increasing interest in a 
better system of free schools. The movement reached its peak in 
1854 when the oftice of State Superintendent was established. 
The Superintendent was authorized to draw up a bill for an 
improved system of public education and present it to the legislature 
in 1855. Ninian F.dwards wrote the bill. The law aa enacted was much 
modified over his draft but was the best to that time. It reflected 
the attitude that children should be educated for their own good, but 
also for the good of the state. Bateman was to use this argument many 
times in the future. The law provided for a system of state aixi local 
taxation to be used in addition to the comt11on school tW'¥i. There was 
to be a tax of two mills on each dollar valuation of taxable property 
in the state, and unlimited taxation in the local districts. 
The district syateM (really townships divided into districts) 
was retained although Edwards asked that a township be the smallest 
unit allowed . Division of a township was optional with the trustees, 
but was usually the case. Teachers' salaries were to be paid .from 
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etate rnoney. It additional money was needed for salaries it was to come 
from local funds. District monies were also to provide eites for school 
houses, new school buildings, furnisliing and equipment, fuel and 
libraries. The aoount to be raised by local taxation was decided by the 
directors and based on their needs. The township treasurer was to collect 
the tax money. Directors and trustees served without salary but the 
treasurer received a percentage of the money he handled. 
State funds were distributed to the counties by a complicated 
formula because such a device was the only way to get the votes from 
legislators from southern Illinois needed to pass the bill. Southern 
Illinois, or 11 Egypt, " was not in sympathy with the idea of a free school 
system. The formula divided the money so that 11r�ypt" got more than she 
paid. Since that area was poorer than northern Illinoie it did need 
more state help. Two-thirds of the state common school fund was distributed 
in pro}X'rtion to the nW1ber of white children under tventy-one, and the 
remaining one-third in proportion to the number of townships and 
fractional townships in each county. The southern and northern parts 
ot the state had equal opportunity to receive the money since these 
criteria applied to both without considering their relative wealth. 
In the first year under the law Cook County paid $65,150.Jl and got 
back on� $29 ,185.02; Williamson County in southern Illinois paid 
�l,737.04 and received $41917.25.18 
The county commissioner divided the state money he received in 
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proportion to the number of white children under twenty-one who resided 
in each township in his county. Each township board of trustees 
divided its share among the districts on the basis ot the number of days 
school was in session. Thus the distric'ti& were encouraged to hold 
school for as long as possible although the law stated six months as a 
requirement before they were eligible for state money. The school law 
of 1855 also prov.tded for oowities to hold teachers' instituteA. They 
were to last for a mininsWll of f'ive days and were eesential.17 Meetings 
to educate teachers on the best and moat effective ways to teach. 
Colored children were eliminated from the system because many people did 
not feel they should receive a tree education. Tho law did provide 
that the money collected from Negroes should be returned to thera. They 
were tree to set up their ovn schools, and this did happen in • few 
of the larger towns and cities. 
As in earlier laws, there were to be three tovnahip trustees 
elected for a two year term. They were to run the township and apportion 
school funds. The trustees were to chose a treasurer who would handle 
all township and district monies. He was also to report annual)¥ to the 
county com�issioner on the nwaber of days school was held, the number o� 
white children under twenty-one, the number of actual students, and any 
other statistics required by the State Superintendent. A three man 
l8w. L. Pillsbury, "F:arly l.;ducation in Illinois, 11 Illinois, State 
Department of Public Instruction, Sixteenth Biennial Report 2f. the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction 2f the State � Illinois: --rB'85-1886, 
p. cxc11. 
board for directors ever ! two years was to actually set up and run the 
schools within the districts. They were to determine the subjects to be 
taught, report to the treasurer, and at least one of them was to Visit 
each school within the district each month. tlost districts had only one 
school. All white children who resided within the district were to 
attem free, and at their discretion the directors could admit older 
pupils and decide if tuition was required and how m11ch. Union districts 
were allowed as before and academies could be reorganized as coll'JMOn 
schools and brought into the system. 
The county comntissioner was to be elected tor two years and was 
authorized to report biennially to the Super1nteJ¥ient.. He was to 
supervise the schools in the county and visit as many as possible. 
Tho commissioner was to examine prospective teachers, or set up a board 
to do it, at a tiJlle convenient for the most number of candidates. I! 
a teacher failed to appear for the examination be was to be charged 
�>l for a certificate. All others were given certificates without a fee. 
The subjects the teachers were to be examined in were: orthography, 
English b'Tamar, arithmetic, United States history, reading, and geography. 
These were also the "branches" to be taught in the schools. Directors 
could add others it they deeired. 
The State Superintendent was to visit each county at least once 
during his term and vaa to recommend textbooks to be used. These duties 
were in addition to others, but were removed from the list in 1857. 
There were questions about the purpose o! monies raised by local taxation 
especiall1 concerning the purchase o! libraries that anseooments to the 
1855 law dealt with. When restated the law said that only surplus money 
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was to be used for librariea instead of their being on an equal tooting 
vi.th f'uel, sites, and new build.11188• Another amendment in 1857 stated 
that several districts could unite to form a single district to provide 
a high school, but they would need a special charter !t"o.� the legislature 
to do eo. Many fornaer •c•demies bocame high schools in this manner. 
NC'lthing was aaid about. a district already in existence hrong a high 
school department in ite com!'JIOn school, and they were aaaU111ed to be 
operating within the la. Union diat..ricta also had high schools--that 
vas the reason they were set up. The anendntent s•med only to apply to 
unions only tor a high school; pri111ary and aranmtU' schools vould continue 
to exist in their own district.e under their own boards of directors. 
In 1859 an antendment allowed tor continuity in the diatriots by requiring 
directors to serve three years instead or tvo. one director vas to be 
elected each year. Aleo that year the basis for distribution of school 
funds by the county commissioners was changed. Thay were to al1ocate 
one-third of such money in proportion to the number of acres in each 
township in the counties and two-thirds in proportion to the number of 
white children under twenty-one. 
The 1855 law repealed all other school lavs before it and thus 
was the ba3is for tho school system although it was amended. The law 
passed h<J the special session of the General Assembly in 1872 lik ewise 
repealed all others before it, although it was based to a very large 
extent upon its predecessor. The state Supreme Court in 1881 referred 
to the school law or 1857 as the basic one, probably because it restated 
the 1855 statute in 1 tl'I entirety vi th ar.umdments in place of the original 
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stater.tents. 19 Generally only the amendments to the existing law were 
liatad. But the basis for 1857 was the earlier law and there were not 
many amendments in proportion to the thing as a whole. The free school 
law of 1855 is generally conceded to be the important one in an 
histor�cal study although it is understandable that legally the 1857 
law might be so interpreted. 
William H. Powell was the first State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction elected under the new law. 'nle 8rror in t.he enabling 
legislation of 1854 which o•lled for an election to the oftice in 1855 
was corrected. In Powell ' s  R!J>ort tor 1857-1856 he stated that libraries 
were organized in 1000 districts and that there vas an average of nearly 
seven months of sohool a year. Fifty teachers• institutes were h�ld and 
a State Nol"!n&l University was authorized in 1857 and in operation in 
Nornal, Il inois. Soveral other points he discussed will be mentioned 
in connection with Bateman's Reports. 
19Powell v. Board of Edu�ation, 97 Ill. , 375. 
CHAPTJi.H III 
Sl1Pl!:RVISI0N OF THZ SCHOOL S YST»t 
The free school system Newton Bateman inherited from hie predecessor 
in 1A59 was in its infancy. One outspoken and partisan friend of the 
new Superintendent did not care for the way things had gone in the 
preceeding two years. He wrote Bateman that 
the great progress in our public schools claimed in Reports 
by others has a great 2!!! of hW11bug in it. Teachers• Institutes 
as now conducted are very much bosh. The graded High Schools 
so rapidly formed by our Superintendent? • • • are going down 
faster than they went"\iP. There is but one school in the 
state that compares favorably with West Jacksonville Public 20 Schools under your charge--that is Henr1 Freeman' s at Freeport. 
Newton Bateman felt that there were three principles to the 
educational system. They were; 
The j ust moral claim of eTery child in the Commonwealth 
to an education com ensurate with the importance and dignity 
ot his obligation and duties as an upright and loyal citizens 
The corresponding obli�ation of the State to make adeq1.1ate 
provision for such a n  education tor alls The inseparable 
relation or universal intelligence and probity to the strengt.b 
and perpetuity of a republican goTernrnent.2 
He based his actions upon these principles and the free school aystmn 
Ptured in the next sixteen years. The office of State Superintendent 
20 
J81'11es H. Blodgett to Newton Bateman, March 21, 1859, J.!endota, 
Illinois, Newton BateT1an ?iSS, State Historical Library, Springfield, Illinois. 
21Illinois, Department of Public Instruction, Third Biennial 
Report of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction or tha Stat& of 
Illinoii; IB'>?-1860, p. $. 
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of Public Instruction in .D.linoia was recognized throuahout the country 
aa a leader in public education. 
In 1859 the Superintendent' •  office mainly recorded stat9Wide 
statistics and interpreted the law when asked by school officers. 
By 1875, in addition, it had produced several editions of School .!!!! and 
Common School Decisions which was the authority on the subjectJ statistical 
reports were more inclusive and accurate than e�er before, and the 
gathering or the information was ueed as a means ot welding the system 
togetherJ and a workable school systetn had evolved from the 
Superintendent' s  efforts to make it more effective and et�oient. 
Bateman• s  essays on hia philosophy ot education brought him personal 
recognition, but they also added to the stat.ure ot his office. The man 
reflected on the office just as much aa what he did while there reflected 
on him. 
Supervision was o! prime importance. To make progress in the work 
begun in the 185os of creating a real system of connon schools required 
overall continuit1, planning, and uniformity. This was given by the atate 
department of education under the direction ot the State Superintendent. 
His biennial reports told What had been done and he used several methods 
ot explaining the operation of the school. law and Ruggesting improvements. 
Opposition to common schools was dying but there was considerable confusion 
as to how they were actually to be run under the law. Bateman wrote up m�ny 
questions and their answers and inserted them in the Illinois Teacher, 
publication of the State Teachers' Association. Shortly after taking of.rice 
he decided to follow the suggestion or the editor I Dr. Samuel Willard, a.nd 
sub1nit a monthly column. School officers and teachers received the magasine, 
and thus the solutions to some of the problems were made public. 
JO 
In andition to using the Illinois Teacher Bateman sent out 
circulars, printed under the auspices of the state legislature, containing 
at11endments to the law, questions on it, and their answers. Powell 
included a short section of these in the appendix to his report but 
Bateman realized more positive action should be taken. In March, 1861 
he requested the county commissioners to notify him 11pon receipt of 
their copy ot a particular circular. He received 11any replies and 
presumably his stratag8'11 workedi since they had to acknowledge getting 
them, the commissioners might just as well look at their copy, perh•p• 
even read it. 
In the Fourth Biennial Report the Superintendent stated that he 
wished to publish a book of school laws and decisions so that local 
officers would have a reference book for their questions. Before he 
could do so John P .  BrookR succeeded him in office. Bateman wrote to 
Brooks about it and Brooks replied that he was in favor o! the idea, 
although he was not aware tlult enough material existed for • book. He 
would consider the matter, but seriously doubted if he could be ready 
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to present it to the next legislature. However he was willing to try. 
It was not until 1855 when Bateman again waa in office that a 
volmne was produced. It was not really what he wanted but was all he 
could come up with in a short time, for he felt the matter to be urgent. 
The book was School h!!! !!.! Illinois !! Amended Februarz �' 1862 � 
Official � Judicial Decisions .!.!} Relation � Common Schools. He then 
2 2John P. Brooks to Newton Bateman, December 17, 1862, Holl'llOuth, 
Illinois, Bateman MSS. 
Jl 
went to work on what he wanted and in 1867 School � .!!!!, Col'QJ1K)n School 
Decisions � � State !?.!_ Illinois was published and distributed to each 
school board. The latter work was all-inclusive and well-researched. 
It contained not only the laws as amended, but also explanations and 
examples. The amendments were carefully discussed so that school of!ico.rs 
would have no doubt as to what was meant. Judicial interpretations were 
also included to docW!lent Bateman' s  decisions and the law itself. He 
hoped the book would promote the eftioiency, order and standardization 
he so longed !or. Later volumes were reissued and revised until 1890. 
The courts aocepted it as authoritative. 
In each report Bateman requested DtOre 1'0ney to run the state 
school departntent. Brooks did the same in 1864. They wanted a staf'f 
equal to the size of the job, and Bateman wanted more funds for travel 
expenses. The Superintendent had to go t.o Institutes and visit the 
counties to some extent but he was losing mney on these trips. He 
ought to ha-re money to visit other states to study their syste111a. A 
deputy was requested to act in the absence of the Superintendent, assume 
some responsibility tor running Institutes and Visiting the counties, 
and do some of the paper work. In 1865 the Superintendent was authorized 
to hire a clerk, but a year later he asked tor anothar one. Sinoe 
there was no deputy the clerk had to act in that position as well as 
handle lettors and the like. Ideally there should be one clerk to 
take care of letters and requests and another to handle the reports 
from cowity superintendents and organize the information for the 
biennial report, and help district and township ofticare with their 
reports. The department was involved with enough T110ney to warrant three 
assistants and he hoped he would 5et them. All he got was a salary raise 
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to $2500 and a clerk in 1865. Travel expenses were now not so much of 
a burden but he still asked for money for them the next year. 
Bateman did not feel that a two year term was sufficient time 
to get anything done. Based on his own eJCperiences the first two years 
were mainly spent in becoming acquainted with the job and writing his 
report. Four years allowed time to develop and carry out a policy, 
and more would be acconapliahed in the second two years than in the first. 
The legislature granted this request in 1865 and the following year he 
was elected for four years. Heports were still to be submitted biennially. 
The Constitution of 1870 included the office of State Superintendent as 
a part of the executive branch or the goverrnent� It had just existed 
by law until then, but its effectiveness and even necessity were 
recognized in the new Constitution. 
In connection with his work Bateman received many miBcellaneous 
requests, SOl'?le related to it, others not. His files are filled with 
letters which point up the multitude of things he wa s called upon to 
do. In 186o he was asked to serve on a commi ttee to award a prize to the 
best school in the state. The State Agricultural Society sponsored the 
award. That same year he was appointed with others by the University 
of Chicago Board of Trustees to report on a course of study for the 
University. Other states asked for information on the Illinois school 
system to study in reVising or adding to theirs. Hie Reports were sent 
to several states by request, as was the School Law and Com1110n School --- - --- - ---
Decisions. Joseph Henry of the Smithsonian Institute wrote to enlist his 
aid in getting the legislature to approve fund8 for a Zoology Survey for 
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the state. 23 Many requests were !or teaching poait.iona in the state, or 
tor recom�endations for out of state ones. Some of Newton Bateman' s mail 
dealt with party poll tics. A William Geilh11wsen wrote that he needed 
$150 to finish paying for his printing presses. His chief creditor was 
a Democrat who wanted to use them for Democratic purposes. Bate�an as a 
Republican could sympathise with him, and would .. he raise all, or some, of 
the money .from his colleagues. It would be repaid in aix months at ten 
per cent interest. 24 A number or requests came during the Civil War 
and dealt with nailitary appointments. Company E of the Illinois J6th 
Regi111ent was named the 11Bateman Hi£ler11" and it was aaBW11ed the Superintendent 
had intluence, although military appointment.a were tar removed tor hia 
work. He was asked to vri te his friends and intercede Wi. th Governor 
Richard Yates. The Quartemaster Corps ae81118d to be a .ta•ored Bp<>t. Hie 
old friend James H. Blodgett finally enlisted and found that all the 
ofticer111 positions in the company he joined were taken. He asked 
25 Bate�an to get the Governor to Make him one. 
The office or county comndssionnr of schools stood next in the 
line or supervision of the school system. He acted primarily ae a land 
officer in charge of the eale or school lands, although he had educational 
23Joseph Henry to Newton Bateman, February 4, 1859, Washington, 
D.C., Bateman MSS. 
21\-11111am Geilhausen to Newton Bateman, January 201 1859, Peru, 
Illinois, Bat91111an MSS. 
2SJ811'les H. Blodgett to llewton Bat0111an, August 15, 1862, Amboy, 
Lee County, Illinois, Bateman MSS. 
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duties under the law. Such duties were not popular with the men holding 
the position and one wrotes "! never undertook a more difficult or 
26 
vexatious work. "  He was referring to t.he reports he had to submit to 
the Superintendent. 
The county commissioner was paid a commission on the ntoney h• 
handled. He received three per cent ot the school lands sales and two 
per cent of the amount or school !wids loaned or paid. Thus he was not 
too interested in the educational aspects or his job and incompetents 
often were attracted to the office. Even if he did chose to visit schools, 
and many did, he was perhaps unqualified to understand what was going on 
and suggest. improYements. Commissioners often held other jobs too and 
simply were not interested in the school system except for the money it 
involved. Powell, in 1858, askAd that a county superintendent be 
authorized vi.th predominantly educational duties. Bateman went farther 
and suggested that in addition compulsory school vil'!itation be required, 
tor which the superintendent would receive $) per diem for expenses tor 
not over one hundred days a year. The length or the par diem day would 
be the aame aa a teacher' s, six hours. Thus the superintendent. would be 
interested in reall7 supervising the syetea end be the mainstay of it, a 
necessity if the schools were to improve. 
The legislature in 1865 amended the school law to change the office 
of county comaisaioner to county superintendent., elected !or four years. 
He was required to live in his county or vacate the ot'i"ice. In 1870 
the position was authorizad in Section 5, Article VIII of the Constitution. 
26 E. w. Sittle to Newton Bateman, Harch J, 186o, Oregon, Ogle 
County, Illinois, Bateman HRS. 
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When the change was made in 1865 the superintendent was to receive his 
income mainly from his required duty to visit schools: $3 a day for no 
more than 200 days a year , not 100 as requested. He was still to receive 
the same commissions a s  before, but now he was chiefly an education 
officer. In Bateman ' s  Report the next year he discussed what had been 
done under the law and recomniended a few more changes. The county 
superintendents spent 5, 696 days visiting 4,466 different �ohools in 
1865 and 7,542 days at 7,363 schools in 1866, as compared with 4, 544 days 
at 4,883 schools in 1864. The law was not widely known wttil the last 
half of 1865, thus the dramatic increase the following year. Bateman 
hoped that in time all the schools wuld be visited yearly, since 
twenty-six per cent were left out in 1866. 
There was some pressure to abolish the office in 1866 because 
it was not effective, but Bateman replied to those critical of the 
superintendent that there had not yet been enough time to test the 
position and the men who held it. Granted that some were apathetic, 
inefficient, incompetent, or neglectful, much still was achieved. In 
general county superintendents were better qualified than the county 
comniissioners. Many were experienced teachers or men who strongly 
believed in public education. Bateman wrote of this improvements 
Some of the counties have been alnost revolutionized in 
respect to schools and education during the past year, and 
the county superintendents have done it. They have visited 
schools, visited the parents, held institutes, addressed 
the people, issued circulars, llI'itten for the press, 
published reports and mightily awakened the public mind. 
By their influence and efforts districts have been 
consolidated, schools have been graded, superior teachers 
employed, courses of study perfected, controversies settled, 
school houses built and furnished, and the whole aspect of educational affairs changed for the better.27 
Bateman also asked for more money for the superintendents as 
$) a day proved insufficient and m&J'\1 lost money on their visiting. 
Many counties were large enough to require ov6rnight trips and 
transportation was also expensive. He suggested that salaries be based 
on the territory of the individual counties, the nUJ1ber of schools in 
each, and the county population. All three were involved in the degree 
of difficulty of a given superintendent ' s  work. In 1867 the law was 
amended to allow $5 a day for no more than 200 days visitation a year, 
but nothing ever came or Bateman ' s  plan, and he felt $5 insufficient. 
The county superintendent must be recognized "as an essential and 
permanent part of the official staff of every county,11 and his support 
must be provided "by a general law, of provisions liberal enough to 
secure and retain the best available men."28 Recognition of the value o� 
the position came in 1870, but the school law in 1872 decreased the pay 
to $4 per diem, except in Cook County where the superintendent got $8 
and the system was set up under separate rules from the rest of the state. 
The county boards of supervisors and county courts were authorized 
to provide teachers'  institutes under the guidance of the State S uperin-
tendent. Bateman was quite interested in such meetings for he felt them 
to be the best way to improve teaching. The results in terms of nWllbers 
held were not in keeping with his, and Powell ' s  and Brooke',  interest. 
In 186o forty-tour counties held eighty-four institutes with 1924 teachers 
27s1xth Biennial Report, P• uJ. 
2a�. , P · u.5. 
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attendiJli although Bateman seemed certain the information was not complete 
because Powell two years earlier had reported fifty county institutes. 
In 1862 the Superintendent stated the thirty counties held thirty-seven 
institutes, with 1,554 teachers. He blamed the var, and this certainly 
had some effect. He also asked that a state fund or $2000 be set aside 
t.o support the institutes. Each teacher who attended vas to receive $2 
a day and travel expenses if the institutes were handled under the 
auspices or the State Departr.Jent of Public Instruction and lasted at 
least five days. In 1866 he recommended the same proposal but was 
unsuccessful in gaining legislative approval.. 
The war had been over a year when Bateman submitted his third 
Jieport in 1866. Forty-two counties held fifty-six institutes and 31199 
teachers attended. He was disappointed with this because the other 
phases of education showed greater gains. Public sentiment was just 
not ready for the institutes for he could not get state money for them, 
and the counties themselves wer� not eager to provide it. Coles County 
was the most generous and appropriated $400 that year. Three counties 
offered only $25 each, the smallest of any amount appropriated. 
Some institutes ware held an ually, others semi-annually. They 
lasted from three days to two weeks. The Superintendent got many 
requests to personally attend, even if the county had to pay his expenses. 
One com�issioner wrote2 "As I stated to you • • •  our people don't  
know what a s. s. of P. I .  looks like and are exceedingly anxious to 
learn" and gave the dates of the meet.ing.29 His presence was thought 
29J. K. to Newton BateJ11an, January 11, 1859. New Bost.on. 
Illinois, Bateman MSS. 
to be a drawing card for teachers who might otherwise stay away, and 
sometimes it was announced that he would attend be.fore he was even 
asked. Blodgett wrote to Bateman about the institute, ae he did about 
everything, and stated that be did not like the way they were run, and 
that they were a nuisance. He felt that the TI.linois Teacher should 
have a �aid editor who would also conduct institutes and thus 
systematize them • .30 
JOJames H. Blodgett to Newton Bateman, September 10, 1859, 
Y.enrlota 1 Illinois, Bateman MSS . 
CdAPTl<ll IV 
LOCAL UNITS, SCHOOL.5, AND SCHOOL FUNDS 
The State of Illinois was divided into counties for the purpose 
ot government. The school used the county lines to separate 1 ts parts. 
Counties were then divided into school townships based on the Land 
Ordinance ot 1785. The school townships were entirely separate from 
cinl ones. Township trustees were the school officer• and chose a 
treasurer to handle all monies. The school law of 1855 stated that 
townships could be divided into one or more districts to actually run the 
schools. and this was generally what hap ened. The law was 8Tllended in 
1861 to require each township to have two or more districts or else the 
taxes levied for schools within the township were void. Each district 
had a three man board of directors which was incorporated tor legal 
purposes. The directors were responsible for the individual schools 
within their district. Thus the system Bateman inherited in 1859 was 
neither a township nor a district one "but an Allkward and perplexing 
coJQbination or bothJ posaesaing the appropriate excellencies ot neither. 
with the dieadvantagee ot each. ".31 The Superintendent ' s  opinion of the 
structure or the system was obvious. 
Ninian FAwards in 185S recom111ended that the township be the smallest 
geographic area allowed tor the local school system. The legislature 
31sixth Biennial Report, p. 65. 
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disagreed and allowed the trustees to decide. Powell, in his Report in 
1858 agreed with Edwards and suggested starting all over •gain, although 
he was ceri.in it would not be done. The people involved were doing a 
pretty good job in spite of the system and perhaps time would show what. 
changes were really essential. He believed he knew, but he could be 
wrong. Newton Bateman followed the same procedure in his second report, 
the . fourth Biennial Report, for he was aware that the legislature was 
not likely to allow a radical change. He avoided the subject in hie 
first Report, perhaps because he was not really sure that a change was 
necessary. Two years latar he felt it waa not possible to get the law 
changed and was therefore cautious in his statements. 
By 1866 Bateman bad his material ready and presented the case tor 
townships as the basis or the school system in a long essay in his Report. 
Although he did not ask the legislature to alter the law, he did request 
consider•tion of the study he had made or the existing systeni and his 
suggestions and reasons !'or amending the school act. The Superintendent 
stated that although the actual working of a system might be better than 
the theory behind it, the structure was still important. The present 
one was toP-heairy and cumbersome in its t11achinery. The trustees under 
the law in 186S could change district boundaries at their discretion 
•lthough once again they were required to have only one or more 
districts--mandatory districting had e'fidently been unsatisfactory or 
Bateman's earlier urgings had been slightly heard. At any rate district 
boundaries were quite unstable, causing inconvenience to the inhabitants. 
Petty feuds between district directors and even trustees resulted in new 
districts being drawn to cure the problerru1. In !'act redrawing boundaries 
seemed to be the cure tor all ills. Trustees handled all school .tunda 
for their townships, regardless of whether there were several districts 
or not, but local direotora turned in the stQtistical in.formation on 
which distribution of the tunds was based. Responsibility, power, and 
blame were divided into too m any parts. Titles to school ho\lsea and 
sites resided with the trustees not with the directors ot the districts 
in which they were located. 
Each township had three trustees and a treasurer; each district had 
three directors. There were 9,938 districts in 1,222 whole townships and 
643 tract1.onal ones. Batern•n rounded his figures in the essay but they 
are approximate enough to give a clear picture of how top-heavy school 
administration was. Using 101000 as the number of districts, there 
were .30,000 directors alone. An average of five districts were in each 
township, thus 2000 times the four township otticers in each adds 
8,000 more officers. The local systems had J8,000 men running them, and 
they were under 102 county superintendents. Oddly enough only one man 
and one clerk supernsed the whole system. It waa just not practical to 
have ao many officers. The number of school elections was equally staggering 
and tar too 1'requent to interest the citizens. Unqualified and even 
incoMpetent men were often elected due to public apathy. And how many 
townships had nineteen (three truatees and a treasurer plus directors in 
each of five distr1.cta) qualified men anyway'/ 
Newton Bateman felt that there were tive times ae nany districts 
as were really necessary, i.e. the number of townships alone was sufficient. 
Each township could still have several schools, there were 9,9h5 in the 
9,9JR d1str1.cta in 1866, but adniiniatration would be centralized. Some 
schools were quite small and would be absorbed into larger and better ones. 
There were districts with as few as two or three families and hundrede 
with only !our. How could they hope to furnish schools, and 502 did 
not in 1866. 
Other problems arose under the existing systerri. SoatetiJites it was 
neceesary and logical to allow the transfer ot pupils from one district 
to another. Written consent of both boards ot directors was required 
and Bateman stated that they were notorious tor refusing per111ission, 
often tor petty reaaons. It was difficult to keep accurate records and 
statistics with the sources under the control of so many different people. 
Grading and classifying pupils was 1tade nt0re awkward by the system and 
good graded schools were more expensive to �•intain. E.tfective graded 
schools required a larger tax base than most districts provided. To be 
efficient and economical graded schools alao needed more pupils than 
were in many districts. Tax rates varied from one district to another 
within a township since they depended upon what the directors decided 
their needs were. One district might have a good school syatet'lt because 
1 ts citizens were willing to pay for 1 t, while its immediate neighbor 
o.ff ered a vastly in.ferior one. 
The alternative to the present (1866) way is " to  abolish all 
independen� local districts and district boundaries, erect each congressional 
township into • school district; and let one school board ot trustees, 
directors or inspectors (the name is unimportant) chosen trom different 
pm-ts or the township, administer the school affairs ot tbe whole townahip." Jl 
Bateman wrote in his essay that all problems would be solveda a single 
32sixth Biennial Report, pp. 88-89. 
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tax rate, centralization of administration, better records kept, better 
school buildings, children can attend the school moat convenient and best 
suited for their intellectual abilities, efficiency and economy gained, 
and a good graded system can be established. There l«>Uld still be 
variation among the townships for some could afford more money for 
schools than others, but generally they would be better off. The level 
of education in a township would be raised to that of its best district 
eventually, not lowered to that or its worst. lie may have been right but 
he could not be so certain as he seemed. 
The Superintendent then tried to justify his arguments for the 
township system by stating that the change would not really be so great. 
3ome of the school officers would be retained and they would not have 
to learn new duties. His fallacy hare was that trustees did not establish 
and run schools under the present system, directors did. If a township 
had but one district in 1866, directors were still elected to administer 
its school. 
Bateman added th�t th� larger cities in Illinois organized into 
districts under special charter were examples of what he was seeking. 
The districts were broken into wards but th�y were all under one 
administration. If the wards were set up as separate districts the 
faults of the independent local districts would soon be obvious. 
Pennsylvania had the township system and lt worked well. The change 
could gradually be accomplished in Illinois so as not to create havoc. 
The Civil War was over by 1866 and prospects in every field or 
endeavor seemed on the rise. Superintendent Bateman wanted Illinois to 
"lay aside eveey weight and hindrance in the supreme work and duty 
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of popular education11
3
3 now that the shadow was off the land. 
'l'he school law as amended in 186), before Bateman wrote the essay. 
allowed trustees to serve for three years instead of two. 0ne was 
elected an ually. Each township could again have only one district. 
If township reports were not turned in to the county superintendent on 
time state funds would be forfeited unless the 8uperi.ntendent chose to 
remit them due to extenuating causes. Trustees were given the power 
to change district lines without the consent of inhabitants. Bateman 
felt they overdid this anyway. In 186o he asked that a vote be roquired 
so as to give stability to the districts. At that time there was confusion 
about what the law meant and it was not cleared up until 1865. Yet six 
years later he thought the amendment a good one. His position was not 
a s  illogical as it seemed for he did have to live with what the legislature 
gave him and make the best of it. Besides he was planning his assault 
on the system in his Report for 1865 and 1866 and could not afford to be 
entirely negative about the actions of the General Assem'bly. In addition 
the 1865 &I:lenrlments allowed directors of contiguous districts to consolidate 
to form Union Districts. This the Super).ntendent definitely felt was an 
improvement. Anything leading to larger districts and graded schools was 
worthy of approval� 
\�hen the school law was rewritten in 1872 the legislature retained 
the local independent system and all Bateman ' s efforts went for naught. 
'fhe "mongrel plan, " 34 as Powell aptly put it, was too much a part of 
33Ibid., P• 111. 
34r111nois, Department of Public Instruction, Second Biennial 
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education in Illinois to be easily changed. One township was still 
allowed to be the local unit but smaller districts were legal and the 
rule. 
In 1945 the legislature authorized a syst8m o! community units 
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which came into existence about 1948. Although not based on township lines 
the community unite were essentially what Bateman had asked for :  large 
enough to support a comprehensive school system but small enough to allow 
effective supervision and administration. Transportation changed so 
radically that a unit in 1945 could be considerably greater in area 
than in 1866 and still have its pupils living reasonably near the schools. 
The number of school districts dropped from 10,062 in 1865 to 9,938 
in 1866. Until this time they increased in spite of Bateman' s  efforts. 
Powell reported 8,13) in 1858 and there were 8,956 in 186o, 9,443 in 
1862 and 9,886 in 1864. The decrease was slight, only 124, but it was 
a beginning and the Superintendent was pleased out of all proportion to 
the figures. Less districts did not mean a decline in the system for 
there were more students than ever before. Consolidation under the 1865 
law had caused the drop. Directors could join conti1uous districts at 
their discretion to form graded schools and trustees could unite thent 
under their powers to change district boundaries. The latter case did 
not necessarily result in graded schools. 
Logically, if there were less districts there were also fewer 
schools and statistically this was true. In 1859, 8,447 schools existed 
and five years later 10,331. The decline actually started in 1865 when 
10, 291 were reported, and carried through 1866 with only 9,945. The 
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schools wore consolidating as were tho districts and Bateman approved. 
There were many small, weak schools that should be absorbed by larger 
ones. The nWlber of schools dropped faster than the number ot districts. 
Bateman was aware that there was a limit to consolidation and 
the si3e of schools. But that li�it was tar .f'ro� being reached in 1866. 
Uniting small schools and districts gave new vigor to the system. 
Powell reported 10,2)8 schools in 1858 and Bateman was hard 
pressed to explain vhy he only had 8,447 a year later. In his Report 
tor the period he looked tor an excuse instead ot attributing it to 
consolidation as he did in 1866. ot course he had more reason to think 
uniting districts was the cause because the drop came immedi•telT art.er 
the lav was changed to make union easier. And fever schools could be 
credited to fever districts although the fornter trend started a year 
earlier than the latter. But in 186o he needed another reason to account 
tor the drop so as to justify his superintendency. He decided, not Tery 
convincingly but it vas still possible, that error vas the reason. Township 
treasurers had erred in reporting the number of schools to the county 
superintendent in 1858 because they contused schools with terms of school. 
A district llight have only one school but still have tvo sessions in a 
given year and two was reported instead of one. 
To back up his reasoning Bateman etated that the nwaber or school 
houses was really a 110re accurate figure to use, alt.hough it vas true 
the treasurer might have erred there also and not counted rented halls 
as school houses. At an,y rate there were t1t0re school houses in 186o than 
in 1858 and this increase implied more schools also. In 1862 there were 
still fewer schools reported than in 18�8 but more than in 186o. Thus the 
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error in definition still existed but not l!IO 111any treasurers were involved 
as before. 
Bateman was probably right because the system in 1858 was still 
quite new and many �chools came into being because of it--with a 
corresponding nwnber of new and inexperienced officers to report on the 
required statistical intormation. But his reasoning was hard to follow 
and poorly stated, unusual for him. 
The Superintendent solved the problem when he discussed his 
statistical reports in 1866 by only going back to 1859. He could show a 
yearly increase that way and not have to bother with an explanation • 
.Bateman waa able to point to a decrease in the number of private 
schools in 1866 over other years as an example ot the increased effectiveness 
of the 1855 school law and ita amendments. If common schools were not 
doing a good job there would have at least been as man,y private ones as 
in previous years. Many academies did become graded and high schools under 
the law because they could no longer compete success1'ull7 with public 
ones. Some j ust dropped .from existence. 
Bateman wanted a law to allow cities and incorporated towns to 
decide on questions o! local school organization by a vote of the 
inhabitants without needing special legislation. In 1872 the school 
law granted cities and towns of over 21000 population the right to do 
this if they so chose. They could set up their own schools independent 
of the general school law, subject only to the requirement ot reporting 
to the county superintendent. 
A number of schools were held in rented buildings instead of 
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district owned school houses. Powell reported in 1858 that there were 
10,238 schools in 6,629 sohool houses. In 1862 Bateman gave the 
figures as 9,811 schools and 8,JOO school houses, and in 1866 there 
were 9,945 in 9, 753 school houses, with 612 new ones erected that 1ear. 
The gap was closing fast because: (1) the trend was toward fewer schools, 
and ( 2) with the war over more money was available for building. The 
number of new schools constructed went from 679 in 1859 to a low or 
321 in 1862, and then began to rise. The state was also in a depresaion 
during the years the figure decreased and teachsrs' salaries suffered too. 
The cost of a new school averaged $1357 by 1866, more than ever 
before and Bateman asswned better buildings resulted. There were more 
sch0ols built that year in the $10,000 to $40,000 range than ever before. 
but Bateman did not say how many. If a relatively large number cost that 
much the average would be greatly •f!ected and would not mean much. 
School bllilding and s1. tea were paid for by local, not state, funds and 
the Superintendent felt the increased. expenditure indicated • healthy 
interest in the system on the part of the taxpayers. 
Bateman believed schools should meat in school houses instead 
of basements and halls for obrtoua reasons. He liked to say that a 
school could be kept any place but only taught in a proper place. In 
the Third Biennial Report he discussed his reasons tor believing that 
directors should make an ettort to b11:i.ld school houses that were pleasing 
to work in as well as functional. All school furniture would not necessarily 
be wrecked or cut by the pupils. If the worst was expected it would 
happen, if students were given something worth preserving they would 
take care of it. Their sense of responsibility would awaken as well 
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s e  their pride. School buildings should also be healthful and sanitary 
and less time would be wasted and absences be fewer. Grounds were also 
important for the student should be exposed to beauty and not merel.,y 
a barren yard. 
Graded schools were very dear to Newton Bateman' s heart. He 
promoted them when and wherever possible. "A graded achool, • • •  ia 
simply one in which the scholar• are classified £!! � basis � 
scholarshi2 � mental capacity.•35 He wrote an essay on the subject in 
his second R!J?ort to explain wh at they were and how they operated. There 
was much contusion about graded schools end Bateman doubted the accuracy 
ot the statistical i nformation he received from county superintendents 
on them. He supposed that in some places the pupils were graded b:,r 
size, famtly, or even where they lived in the district. In 1860 there 
were 294 graded schools reported and 40  in 1862. Bateman did not believe 
that all of these were really graded ae he defined the term, but a start 
was made ard it was his job to see that more were established. 
I ndividual attention was the teethod or teaching in this period, 
but a student got little or it. In 1869 each teacher ave.raged thirty-
five pupils to whom she had to teach seven subjects, or branches. A 
single teacher 1110uld have a room full of students of different ages, 
attainment, and abilities. It was difficult for him to work ertectivel.r 
with each pupil in each subject for there was not enough time. He aleo 
could not possibly divide the scholars on the basis ot their knowledge 
JSFourth Biennial Report, p. 24. 
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in each subject. :r there were more teachers in a sohool some division 
could be made and moro students could be taught. Those w1 thin a group 
could work together and the teacher could l«>rk with them as a unit. 
Competition between pupils would provide an incentive to accomplish as 
muoh as possible. 
A small school district could not afford 110re than one teacher, 
thus there should be a trend toward larger districts and larger schools. 
Consolidated districts were the means of achieving this and they would 
also be a ble to offer more than the required branches. Union School 
Districts, formed to create a high school, also ottered more than 
independent local ones. In l86o Bateman recei � an invitation to go 
to Mt. Carroll to epeak on "Union Graded Schools and School Buildings." 
He was to address citizens to launch a campaign to build a school house. 
Mt. Carroll had a union graded school but it met in a church basement.36 
This was work the Superintendent did with relish although traveling was 
inconvenient. 
Districts in citiae and towns incorporated 1.lllder special charters 
from the legislature were likely to have graded achools with several 
departments. Departments were but the next step atter grading. In 1866 
Bateman reportod 628 graded schools. He felt that a larger percentage 
of these were likely to actuall1 be graded on the pupils '  abilities than 
was true four years earlier. There was an average of 1.74 teachers per 
school that year, an increase over the 1865 average of 1.55. Nearly one 
in every five schools bad an extra teacher in 1866. A child attended 
J6s. c .  Hayes, Principal, Mt. Carroll Union School, to Newton 
Bateman, lt"'ebruary 111 186o, Mt. Carroll, Illinois, Bateman P'S�. 
elementary school, as opposed to high school, about six years W'ltil 
1875 when the distinctions between primary, grammar, and internediate 
schools became widely accepted. One year did not necessarily mean one 
grade. 
$1 
High schools grew out of �raded schools. One reason for them wae 
the high cost of attending an academy, the only place to get a sacond817 
education until free high schools were established. Few children could 
afford academies, and, as interest in education increased, more parents 
wanted their children to receive a higher education. High Schools were 
organized as part of the common school system possibly as early as 1846 
in Chicago and in the next decade in several districts in the state. 
Bateman set up the one in the Wost Jacksonville District in 1851. It 
was a department of the comTDOn school rather than a separate school and 
this was usually the case--a department and not a separate building. 
uistricts which oporated under special l�gislation usually offered more 
than primary education although they did not have to. Union districts 
by definition had high schools too. 
Dy 186o the common school usually meant both a high school and a 
primary department, although county superintendents used the terms union 
graded school, graded school, and common school without distinguishing 
between component parts. In 1867 Newton Uateman in School � _!!!! Common 
School Decisions reported there were about 100 high schools or nearly one 
per county. High schools competed with academies in offering advanced 
branches of learning--algebra and geometry tor example--becauso directors 
could decide what was to be taught. Thus additional subjects to the 
required ones were legal. Vocal music and drawing were specifically added 
as optional branches in 1872. All departments could offer them. Foreign 
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languages were taught in high schools early in their history and Bateman 
stated they were permissible so long as they were clearly supplementa1 
and the langu•!ie of the school wa• English. His decision was upheld by 
the State Supreme Court in 1881.37 
'l'he Constitution ot 1870 included an article, suggested by the 
Superintendent, on tree schools ifhich reads "Tha General Assembly shall 
provide • thorough and ef!'icient system o! tree schools, whereby all 
children of this state may receive a good common school education. ".38 
The 1881 S11preme Court case mentioned above also provided a definition 
of a common school as being one "that begins vi.th the rudintental elements 
of an education, whatever else it may embrace, as contradistinguished 
from academies or universities devoted exclusively to teaching advanced 
pupils in the classics, and in all higher branches of study usually included 
in the curr1culu:m.ff39 Thus additional subjects were recogniaed as being 
properly taught L"l the public schools. 
The law in 1872 greatly enlarged the powers o! trustees,, directors 
and citizens to form high schools. Bateman bad a deep interest in high 
schools because he believed in the necessit1 ot graded schools. The 
changes in the law in 1872 re.fleeted hie efforts on their behalf. Any 
town with over 2,,000 population could set up ita own school system as 
has been discussed. A six roan school board of education, with three 
additional members tor each 10,000 inhabitants, was to run the schools. 
Schools were to last from six to ten months and reports filed with the 
37Powell v. Board of Education, 97 Ill., 375. 
38r111nois, Constitution, Art. VIII, sec. 1. 
39rowell v. Board of Education, 97 Ill., 375. 
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county superintendent. The district could also have its own superintendent 
if it wished. A number of new high schools were thue created since they 
could be set up r:10re efficiently and economically within a town than in 
rural districts. The reaaon for the section of the law was to allow for 
graded schools and high schools were a part of a good graded systea. 
Townships could also set up high schools under a section or the 
law. With a vote of the people a high school could be established 
irrespective of district lines, although the individual districts would 
continue to of fer their own elementary education as before. 
Special school charters enacted before 1872 were not repealed, 
but the districts they described could be reformed to come within the 
system. If they wero not reorganized the districts were to report 
annually to the county superintendent and otherwise operate by their 
charter. Cities and incorporated towns or 2,000 population without special 
charters which did not wiah to set up their own system stayed as they were 
with respect to districts aoo townships. Their schools were thus to last 
f'rom five to nine �onths. The city or Chicago was taken care of by a 
eeparate section since it had special problems. The section referred to 
cities of over 1001000 population and Chicago at that time was the only 
one to �eet the requirement. 
Legality or the high schools was tested in 1879. 'nle case referred 
specifically to township hiih schools created i.n the Manner described above, 
but all were assumed to be legal as a result of the decision by the Supreme 
Court of Illinois. The raajority opinion stated that formini a separate 
department to teach advanced subjects seemed to be in the spirit of the 
Constitution and it was more efficient to do so. Such a school offered 
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pupils a more thorough education than a department in a graded school 
in an individual district. 'nle fact that the school was called a high 
school and not a district school was of no importance. The Constitution 
did not define common schools and the court had no right to. (It did 
in 1881 although the definition was based on what was generall7 assumed 
to be a common school at that time. Twenty years earlier the definition 
might have been different.) The fact that high schools offered advanced, 
college-type subjects had no bearing on the case.4° As more high schools 
became separated :trOf!S primary schools the decision was of increasing 
importance. Eventually all high schools were assumed legal whether they 
were separate or not. 
When Newton Bateman left office in January. 1875 graded schools and 
hl.gh schools were an integral part of the system or common schools. He 
deserved much credit for his work to establish such schools for the laws 
were rewritten under his direction. He wrote and talked extensively on 
the subject and did much to influence the legislators and their constituents 
to make graded schools not only legal but also easily created. 
The school law of 1855 did not allow districts to drav school funds 
the next year if it did not keep schools tor six tf!Onths in •IV given year. 
Even this simple statement caused Bateman problems for he was asked about 
new districts and if they were eligible for state funds. He replied that 
the law was explicit and application for money could only be made after 
a sohool had been in session for six months the preeeeding year. The 
4Citichards v. Rayn1ond• 92 Ill., 612. 
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state common school fund was on a delayed payment basis--clistribution was 
based on the figures tor last year. Application had to be made anew 
each year and appropriate statistics had to be sent in to the proper 
authoritiess the Super:i.ntendent, the county superintendent, and the 
township trustees. A new di strict could not comply because 1 t had no 
figures for the year be!'ore it was organized. The s8l'l1e rule applied to 
everybody: "� school, no money is the doctrine of the law."41 
Local taxes had to pay all school costs when the district failed to 
quality tor state money. After six months of this a diatri.ct was again 
eligible to apply to the state the next time suoh application was due. 
Obviously it waB to the advantage of a district to keep school for six 
months, although they paid more in any case then they received. Still, 
everything helped, and any state money allowed a district to maintain 
good schools with a lower tax rate than if it all had to come from local 
taxes. In 1860 7,954 districts out ot 8,956 had six months of school. 
The fiBures for 1862 were A,406 districts out of 9,443, and in 1866 
• shade over ninety-one per cent, or 9,06) out of 9,938, were eligible 
for state aid. Some districts hed no schools, 502 in 1866, and the rest 
did not meet the requirement. Fever districts were failing to provide 
any schools was also the trf'nd for 734 did not in 1860 and 649 in 1862. 
The legislature seemed to teel that elaborate formulae were 
necessary to equitably distribute state school monies. Bateman agreed. 
The law in 1855 said that two-thirds were to be distributed among the 
counties in proportion to the number of white children under twenty-one, 
41
r11inoia, Department of Public Instruction, Remarks .2!! � 
School Law, p. 7. 
and one-third in proportion to the number of whole townships and 
.fractional townships within a county. ( A  fractional township was one 
which went beyond the county lines. They were treated as whole ones 
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with respect to tunda and report8--each county inwlved reported on its 
share of such township ' s  statistics.) The county superintendent apportioned 
them on the basis ot the number ot white children under twenty-one in each 
township, and the trustees divided the funds 81110ng the districts in 
proportion to the number of days school was kept. None ot these divisions 
took into account how maJlT children actually attended school. just the 
number who were eligible. So long as a rooa and a teacher were provided 
it did not matter how Many were there since the costs remained about the 
same. 
Apportionment got a lot harder in 18�9 when the law was amended. 
Counties and districts got their share on the same basis as before but 
town.ships were taken care of in the following manneri one-third in 
proportion to the nwqber of acres in each, and two-thirds in proportion 
to the number of white children under twenty-one. Bateman felt that area 
and population ought to be taken into account and agreed with the 
legislators. He did receive many inquiries on just how 1 t should be done 
and published an example in the circular Remarks � the School � in 186o. 
In 1865 the burden of cOJ11putation increased for trustees tor they 
were to divide state common school funds anaong the distriotss one-half 
on the number of children (not white children for some reason) under 
twenty-one. and one-half in proportion to attendance as certitied by 
the teachers for the previous school year. Graded schools were now more 
common and attendance did have some effect on the number ot teachers 
required since any district going to the trouble and extra expense ot 
having them wanted to do a good job. 0erhaps that was why attendance 
was finally taken into account. In any case the arithmetic was a 
bother. 
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The Constitution of 1870 stated that apportionnent of state 
monies was to be on the basis of all children and the new law in 1872 
established the rule that all distribution of the state school fund was 
based only on the number of eligible children. Bateman did not like 
this method and in the Tenth Report requested that at least the townships 
should use the old syst$mz one-half on population under twenty-one and 
one-half on attendance. There was no incentive toward encouraging all 
eligible persons to go regularly to school under the new law. 
CHAP'.f.fil V 
T�ACHER.5 '  STlJi)l!!N'l'S' AND n-O>Rovnro INSTRUCTION 
The composition of the teaching staff of the public schools 
changed drastically in Newton Bateman• s early years as State Superintendent. 
The C1Vil War was to blame. In 186o there were 8,223 male teachers and 
6,L8S female ones. By 186J there were only 6,776 male teachers while 
9, 267 woman taught. The 111en went to var. But in 1866 with the var 
ended a year there were etill only 6,82$ men teaching vhile lO,u54 women 
were employed in the sohoole. Bateman noted in the Sixth Hapcrt that 
undoubtedly the trend toward more women than men in teaching begun 1n 
186) would continue !or women had provod themselves during the war years 
when few men were available. Aleo .f'emales could not easily find other 
employment while ll'len could, and the former were oora likely to be drawn 
to education once the way wes made easy for them. Bateman was n>ore 
a>ncerned over the lack of competent teachers than he was the predominance 
ot women in the tield. 
Women teachers were paid less than men, considerably lesa. They 
averaged $26.19 a month in 1866 while men averaged $39.10. Co1Wparable 
figures for 1859 were $19.20 and $29.L2 respectiveJ..r. As a group teachers• 
salaries tell in the late 1850s and early l86os but they were rising by 
1866. The variation between the highest salary paid and the lowest was 
ridiculous. In 1859 the highest salary paid to a man for teaching was 
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$180 a month vhile t.he greatest COlllmanded by a 'NOman vas $75. The lowest 
figure• vere $8 and $4 respectivoly. In 1866 the greatest •Munt earned 
b7 a male vas $21'0 as compared to $110 for a voitan. The lowest figures 
were $1) and $6 respectively. And yet in 1859, Batocian received a 
request to aid J. V. N. Standish in finding a teaching position paying 
$1000 a year. ObYi.ouely Standish was an optirdst. Ha probably wanted 
a prinoipal ' a  job since ho mentiontKi he would like a place where he 
could build up a good school, but principals' aalarioa vore reported in 
42 the same statistics aa ordinary teacher s • .  
Bate.an 00"1.d do 11-etle about improving salaries except p11blioise 
the relationship between hi&ih wages and better empJ.oyHa. State tunda 
went. to pa1 aal.aries and they wore dot.ermined by variou.a complicated 
Hthods described earlier. Local district.a ooul.d pay more than the7 
received 1! they wre llilling to do ao with local connon school funds 
•uppl.•01ented by taxes. b."ttdently • nwaber were not willing. The 
Superintendent could work to improve the standard ot teachiJll. He did 
this in !oar wayas through county 1nst1tu.tC1•• writing and speaking on t.he 
bast v.ya of teaching, st;andardisation of count7 certificates granting 
the right to teach, and establishing a ayatera of atate eertiticates to 
recognize outatanding teachers. Institutes havg already been discussed. 
In the 'nlird Ret>ort BatftV!an 1ncl�ded an esaay on "Priury Instruction" 
which deacr1bed his r•arkabl.y modern views on teaching ele"'ent.ary &tudents. 
The inclusion ot an essay vaa new to the Reports but he felt it was 
ellinenU,y justified. by the need tor better teachi�. He stated that. 
42J . V. N. Standish t.o Navton Batoftlan, Maren 1, 1859, Galesburg, 
Illinois, Bateman HSS. 
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mere rote learning was not su�!icient, the teacher ought to incorporate 
the world in which the student lived to teach him. 
'nle senses are the pioneers of all knowledge. The dawn and 
activity of the perceptive powers are always antecedftnt to 
those of the reflective. The eye i s  the child ' s  first 
teacher--the ear, its next. And tor several years th� 
chief work of education is to cultivate those organa.43 
A teacher should use something familiar to teach .from. Bateman 
gave as examples a watch, or a book. Children learned the concrete, 
not the abstract, this way--they could name the object ' s  color, its 
parts, and so on. Their curiosity would be aroused and the1 would 
be more interested. Fundamentals could be taught this wa7 al though 
teachers had to use more 1.roagination to do so. Bateman also telt that 
it was important for children to learn to read and spe.ic the language 
well. Teachere should stress the sounds of letters and words so that 
pupils would not mumble. The best teachers were needed tor the primary 
grades to launch the pupils well on their educational career. The 
Superintendent also conducted his campaign on the local level by speaking 
at institutes and citizens ' moetings on better methods of teaching. 
He wrote articles for the Illinois Teacher on the subject. 
In 1861 county suporintendents were authorized to grant three 
grades of teacher ' s  certificates. ProspectiYe teachers were to take 
an examination to qualify for a certificate and the grade they received 
was dependent upon how well they did on the exarllination. The first grade 
was good for two years in the county in which 1 t was issued. The second 
was good tor one year in a county and the third grade was valid only for 
43
Third Biennial Report, p. 512. 
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six months in a specific district. 1'he euperintendent could renew all 
of them without further examination at his discretion. 
Bateman had pushed !or graded certificates awarded on performance 
on an examination because he .felt directors could then choose between 
candidates .for a position more easily. Until 1861 there were no grades 
although the county superintendent did have to test prospective teachers 
on the seven basic s11bjeots to be taught. The subjects were: orthography, 
penmanship, United States history, modern geography, arithlllatic, English 
grammar, and reading. Tho superintendent should hold examinations at 
a time most convenient for them, and any teacher receiVing a certificate 
at another time paid a fee of $1. The State Superintendent auggested 
guidelines for the three grades in 1862. The first grade showed • 
general knowledge of the principles involved in a branch of knowledge; 
the second indicated technical or specific information rather than 
general principles; and the third showed overall poorer abilities but 
still the candidate was worthy of a trial. 
Blodgett wrote his opinions of the grades and stated he was against 
them. But he referred to them as primary, grammar, and high certificates, 
equating them with the departments of a graded scnool. He teared that 
primary teachers were to hold the third grade exclusively. granmar 
teachers were to hold the second, and high school teachers the first.L.4 
Batetilan had a problem o! educating county super intendents and teachers 
as to j ust what graded certificates meant for Blodgett obviously had 
44James II. Blodgett to 11Jewton Bateman, January 201 1861, 
Chicago, Illinois, Bateman ?1SS. 
the wrong idoa. Holders or the different types of certificates could 
teach on any level if they could get a job. 
William M. Blanchard, County Commissioner for Ford County (the 
name county superintendent was only an ex officio title until 1865), 
- ----
wrote to Bateman soon after the law granted the three grades of cortificates. 
He believed that county officers ought to determine as much as possible 
the qualifications for the different grades because there was a great 
variation a�ong the counties in the state and different local conditions. 
Only a local officer could know what was best tor his own county.45 
Blanchard must have !eared Bateman would try to interfere and he 
had good reaaon. In hie third term in off'ice, 1865-1867, the Superintendent 
drew up a suggested set or questions for each subject that could be so 
tested, and he included different questions for the two grades then 
authorized. Bateman soon learned that three grades were an error, for 
almost anyone could get a third grade eYen if he were not interested in 
teaching. During the war such certificates were somewhat necessary as a 
temporary measure to insure enough teacher� for the school�, but in 1866 
men were again available. In 1865 the section of school law dealing with 
certificates was amended to allow only two, and no fees could be charged. 
Examinations were to be held quarterly and evidently a teacher could choose 
what grade of certificate he wished to try for. 
Bateman asked the County Superintendents• Association to help him 
�et criteria for the two grades. The questions they drev up were 
4Swu11a t�. Blanchard, County Commissioner of 1''ord County, 
Illinois, to Newton Bateman, Harch 28• 1861, Bateman HSS. 
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suggestions, not r�quirenents, and a general average of seventy-five 
per cent was recommended before granting a cert.1.ficata. There were ten 
questions on each subject and they should be scored from zero to ten. 
In 1866 about three times aa 111a� second grade certificates aa first grade 
ones were issued. Bateman felt that . this indicated a real effort by the 
county superintendents to examine candidates with care. 
The legislature in 1861 also granted the State Superintendent of 
Public Instruction the right to issue state certificates good for lite 
in every county. Thoy were a reward for excellence in teachilli• 
Bateman had asked for such a certificate in l86o. Normal School graduates 
were to receive them automatically if they desired, but the Superintendent 
could decide on the criteria and methodo of issuing them to all other 
teachers. He could decide himself or let a co1T111ittae or his choosing 
do 1 t so long as he conferred wi. th the President of the State Normal 
University. Bateman let a committee actually award the certificates 
but he set the standards: moral fitness, distinguished morit, soholarehip1 
and a minimwn of three years experience. A public examination of the 
seven subjects required by state law plus some knowledge of the principles 
of algebra and geoaet.ry waB also necessary. He used the state certi1'1cates 
to further his aims for good graded schools and high schools. The 
candidate had the option of submitting up to a ten pa�e essay on som� 
practical theme concerning education, the schools, or teaching. KnoWl.edge 
of an individual ' s  teaching ability was gained from written recon1nendations 
and conTersation with him. 
In 1865 the law was amended to require a public examination run 
by the Superintendent and the President of the Normal UniTersity, but this 
had been the practice frorn the beginning . After 1868 tformal School 
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graduates also had to be examined. 
BsteBan got many applications for the certificates and requests 
for information on how to get them. No one else was quite so bold as 
Blodgett though who wrote: "If you are ready to issue State Certificates, 
I suppose your personal knowledge of self will enable you to send me one, 
when the $5 will be forthcoming."46 (A tee or five dollars was charged 
all candidates. )  Blodgett got his certificate on July 4, 1861, but 
only after a public examination because "an examination is, • • •  in 
all cases, required • •  • "  ao as to show no favoritiam or partiality.47 
The first examination was held July 2 and J, 1861 in Bloomington 
and five candidates received certiticates. The second, held alao at 
Bloomington in December, 1861, resulted in eighteen more certificates 
being granted. By the end or 1866 forty-tour candidates received state 
certificates after public examination, and eighteen ?formal School 
graduates got them upon request. In 1868 the practice of automatically 
granting certificates to graduates of Normal Schoo1s was disallowed and 
they too had to take an examination. 
The Superintendents reported a nuMber of statistics dealing with 
etudents and the school session. All resident white children between 
five and twenty-one years were entitled to attend school tree. Residents 
older than twenty-one were also eligible to attend in special circumstances 
46James H. Blodgett to Newton Bateman, March 16. 1861, Amboy, 
Illinois, Bateman MSS. 
47Illinois, Department of Public Instruction, Tenth Biennial 
Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction ot the State of 
Illinoi'S; P.11S: 
-
- -
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with written permission from school directors. fowell stated that 44o, JJ9 
scholars attended school in 1858 . Two years later 472,247 out of a 
possible 546,194. By 1866 the figures were much greater: 614,659 earolled 
out of 759,987 white persona between the ages ot six and twenty-one. 
Bateman felt that five was too low 1 minimum age since children that young 
took ao much of a teacher ' s  time. Consequently he recommended six years 
as the lowest accepted and the legislature granted his request in 1865. 
Thus the increase in the number of children enrolled was actually greater 
than the tigurea indicated and about eight-one per cent of the aligible 
persons enrolled in school that year, the highest ever. 
The soh0ol year ran .from October l to September JO. By law directors 
provided six months of school, but I3aten1an decided that any six monthe 
in the year would do and they did not have to be consecutive. Upon a 
popular vote the directors could hold school longer than eix months aI¥i 
this was often the case. The average number of months schools were in 
session in 186o was 6.9. Bateman felt this was quite acceptable since 
the figure was about the same the previous year when no vote was required. 
In 1864 schools averaged only 6.5 months of school and in 1866 only 6.51. 
The Superintendent vas not particularly di spleased with the figure for 
1866 but he was not elated either. An average over the required number, 
even though it was less than it was seven years earlier, still meant that 
quite a few schools met longer than six months, and 9,o63 districts out 
ot 9,938 did keep them a minit!lwn of six months. 
Bateman felt that six raonths of schools was a reasonable require­
Ment but the new law in 1872 lowered it to five months, with a maximum 
o! nine, for regular dietrlcts. Cities and towns incorporated for their 
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own system had to have six to ten •onths ot school. Hnral areas were the 
most likely to operate under the general school law and children there 
were more likely to be needed at hom9 to help farm than were urban 
children. Also rural people were less interested in their offspring 
going to school, therefore t.he different times. The Superintendent 
really did not seem to emphasize the length of the school year as much 
as he did other aspects o! education. Perhaps he realised he could do 
little about it. 
Newton Bateman had two specific causes dealing with school 
attendance which he prOlllOted succeaetully during his �eara in office. 
On� dealt with soldiers who returned from the war oTer the age of 
twenty-one but who had not COMJ>leted their edllCation. District directors 
were often reluctant to giTe their permission to these young men to 
attend school anyway and Bateman felt the refusals to be unfair. In 
1867 the legislature required that they be admitted tree tor the 
length of time they were in the military as a minor. 
Colored children presented the Superintendent With a far greater 
probletn. The public tended to sympathize with veterans who wanted an 
education, but was blind to Negro desires. The law discriminated against 
them until 1872 and Bat911an felt this was unjust. The apportionment 
amendment added in 1865 did not use "white" in reference to distribution 
of state funds to the local districts, but it did when referring to state 
and county cii.stribution. Probably the omission was an oversight. 
Bateman discussed the problems colored children f'aced in betting 
an education in the Sixth Report in 1866. He found that it was difficult 
to get even an accurate co,mt ot the number who were eligible tor directors 
were often careless about reporting a figure. tie decided the numbers 
he got were far too low tor the proportion of chil.dren to the total 
Negro population was coneiderabl,y lover than the CO"Jl•r•ble figure 
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for white children. He used the census of 1865 as his basis and assimed 
that to be correct. There was no reason for colored families to include 
less children, on the average• than white families so he did some 
arithmetic and came up with a larger number of Negro children. This 
added somewhat to his case. 
Only white children were allowed to attend the free schools and 
all moniee collected from Negroes for schools was to be returned to 
them. The law did not specify how this was to be done and Bateman 
asslll'lled it often was not. Since there were no legal provisions for 
educating colored children and no restrictions against it they sometimes 
used their tax money to set up their own schools. But this was practical 
only where there were many families, and not always done then. Thus 
many children were left with no way to be educ•ted. Bateman ended his 
comments by asking the General Assembly to earnestly consider them. 
It was not until 1870 that so�ething was done. The Constitution 
did not ues "white" in any way as a qualifying adjective in discussing 
funds or what children were eligible for school. "All" was used instead 
and it was pretty specific. 
The school law in 1872 followed the same direction and Bateman 
found a new problem an.sing from the ashes of the old. Just because the 
law required all children to be eligible !or school did not mean that the 
citizenry wanted it that way. Separate schools for Negroes began to be 
established and the Superintendent commented on it in 18711 in the Tenth 
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Report. He saw no reason why separate schools should not be set up if 
it made the Majority of the populace happy, but, they � � � equal 
.!:£. the schools provided !.!!!.. white children! Ir the district could 
afford to do this it was acceptable, in tact even trivial. Bateman 
sav no reason for Negroes to complain about separate schools and, 1n 
tact, vent farther than that. "I do not think that our colored 
citizens can afford to make • noise �bout this thing; it is unworth7 
of them, and or that honorable pride and self-respect which should 
animate them in their ftftorts to advance their race in the higher elements 
of ciTil.ization and power. "48 Probably Bateman was trying to preTent 
trouble by making a great deal of the issue. .After all, colored children 
now had a chance and they did not have much of one before. In rural 
areas where there were not many Negro families Bateman stated that they 
should obviously attem the same school8 as white children for economical 
reasons. They should be treated equally and not dumped in a separate room 
if the rest of the school were graded. They should also be graded. In 
an ungraded school it was presUJT1ably propor to segregate them--he did not 
say. 
Newton Bateman wa� successful in his efforts to get schooling for 
veterans and Negroes, but he was ahead of his time in one other area 
dealing with school attendance. It disturbed him that so few children 
attended school with any regularity. There was no provision in the 
reports made by county superintendents for the relationship between 
average daily attendance and enrollment but the Superintendent knew 
the figures would not bear much relationship to each other. He did 
48 Ibid. ,  P• 44. 
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not even receive average daily attendance !iguree, only enrollment ones. 
Tardiness was also a problem as was enrollment of all eligible �inors. 
In 18.59 an article on "Tardiness and Irregularity at School" appeared 
in The (Mendota) Press that stated1 "It is better tor children not to 
-
attend at all than to go irregularly. They will learn as much of books 
and will get less of eYil habits. 1149 
In all three Reports through 1866 Bateman commends the problem or 
attendance to the consideration ot the public and the legislature. He 
hints at compulsory school laws in 1866 but was not specific. By 1872 
in the Ninth Report he was more eager to state the cure. In an essay, 
"The Educational Rights of Children, "  he said there was a need for some 
form of law on compulsory education and that the state had a right to 
pass it. Richard Edwards, President of the Normal University, cal.led 
the essay "a noble contribution to our educational literature.".50 
D. Blakely, editor of the Chicago Evening �, a!lked Bateman to write 
a series o! edi torial.s on compulsory education to awaken the public 
and influence the legislature then in session. Any influence he exerted 
was not very great tor no law was forthcoming. It was not until 1883 
that Illinois got a compulsor1 education section in its school laws. 
Section one of 11An Act to secure to all children the benefits of an 
elementary school education" vas amended to require all children between 
the ages of eight and fourteen to attend a public or private school for 
49The (Mendota, Illinois) Presa, March 25, 1859, Bateman MSS. 
-
SOnichard Edwards, Illinois State Normal University, to Newton 
Bat61'11an, February 13, 187), Normal, Illinois, Bateman MSS. 
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not less than twelve weeks in a school year (July 1 to J wie JO now ) .  
Bateman had a lot to do with the passage ot the law certainly, but 
indirectly since he lett office in January, 1875. He remained active in. 
educational causes however and undoubtedly propagandised the need tor 
such a law. 
Until February, 1859 the State Superintendent of Public Inst.ruction 
recomnsended textbooks to be used in local schools throughout Illinoia 
in order to insure some uni.tormi ty. All the school law1 stated that no 
echool officer could have any interest in the sale of particular books, 
that is, they could receive no comrd.ssion on sales. In tact this was 
one of the most constant characteristics or the law and there waa always 
a section in the discussion of the duties or each group of school officers 
to that effect. In 1859 the legislature no longer allowed the 
Superintendent to suggest texts for there was evidently some disaatis• 
faction with the books oho&en by Newton Batema n ' s  predecessors. 
Bateman felt the law, or rather the lack of the law, to be just. 
Standardisation ot administratiTe procedures in the different districts 
ot the system was one thing, but uniformity in teaching was something 
else. In the first place unitornity was impossible, and in the second 
it would not allow teachers to use their own particular talents. When 
a district choae its own texts, either on the recommendation of the 
directors or the teacher( s ) ,  several items �ad to be taken into 
account: the nature of the citisenr)", funds, the need.a of children, 
and whether or not the school was graded. Urban schools had 1110re money 
to spend for books and generally the populace had a greater interest in 
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securing a good education for its yowlg people and was willing to pay 
more for better texts than rural areas. There was a greater emphasis 
on teaching just the necessary fundamentals in small schools run by one 
teacher than in larger ones where several teachers taught supplement.al. 
subjects as well ae required ones. 
Bateman belieYed that each district should therefore be left to 
decide !or itself what textbooks were best suited to its needs. Besides, 
it was nearly impossible to get them all to purchase the right onos anyway 
since the Superintendent could only recOl'l'lmend. Not everyone agreed with 
his choices. And uniformity in books did not mean uniformity in teaching 
and the quality of education. Teachers should not be made to all do 
everything the same way for each had his own peculiar talents. Ther�ore 
Newton Bateman believed the matter should be taken out of his hands. 
In 1872 directors were required to choose the texts tor their own 
districts and were held responsible for seeing that books were uniform 
throughout the district. Textbooks could not be changed oftener than 
every tour years. 
Even though the Superintendent no longer had •nything to do with 
the selection of school books, dealers still sent him smnplea to consider. 
He vas asked to recommend them sometimes. In many cases the salesman 
did not know or the change in the law, but in others they sought to 
circumvent it and cove.r themselves while doing so .  "In writing as we 
have, we would not be understood as supporting thy official dutios connected 
in any way with mercantile transactions in books" went one letter from a 
firm of publishers. They wanted Bateman to recommend their texts but 
did not want to offend him by suggesting he do anytlrl.flt illegal. All 
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responsibility for his action would rest wi.t.h hi.m. 5l It wa1 likely he 
did nothing. 
Another way of svoicti.ng the law was to get recomrnendstlons from 
leading educators other than the Superintendent. In one case Bateman 
was even aeked to secure the approval of as many of the firm ' s  books 
as the educator could c�mend. The request was dated a few days before 
the law was changed and may have ref erred to a recommendation 0£ the 
books generally, in addition to what the Superintendent might decide 
about them. The letter did not ask for Bateman to approve the books, 
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just to get Professor Jonathan B. Turner of Illinois College to do so. 
The school law in 185$ required direotore to purchase libraries 
with local school funds but there was enough contusion and dissatisfaction 
with the law that in 18�7 it was amended to state that only surplus !wide 
could be used for libraries. Any staff had to be voluntary. The 
libraries wore thought of as public circulating ones although this was 
not stated as the case. From Powell ' s  Report in 1858 it was obvious 
that he thought of them as such, but Bateman wrote ot libraries only in 
terms of teachers and students. �owell was in favor of a system of 
local libraries on a voluntary basis without state aid. He somehow 
equated it with the free enterprise system and said the state shoLll.d stay 
out of the library buAiness. 
5l�). S .  & ��. l"oodts to Newton Bateman, J anuary 7, 186o, New 
York, Bateman MSS. 
520eorge w. Batchelder to Newton Bateman, February 11, 1859, 
Bloomington, Illinois, Bateman l·l::>S. 
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�fillian ?owell had a list of suggested libraries drawn up and 
circulated to the districts. Instead of purchasing individual books 
a district should buy a set of books called a library. He proposed four 
such libraries of different books costing about $50 each. A dietrict 
could buy a set whenever it had the 1noney and there was no reason to get 
only one at a time if there were tunds tor more. But they were to 
purchase them in the order he gave. In 18.58 the districts bought. 1000 
libraries. 
Bateraan r atl113r avoided the whole issue in his 1'1.rst two terms and 
sim�ly reported the nwaber purchased. In 1866 he spoke o! the number of 
volwaee the districts bought rather t.han the number of libraries. Some­
time there was a change of sentiment. In 1B6o, 738 librarieo were 
purchassd, and 1,166 voluMes were acquired in 1866. 
Superintendent Bateman received inquiries about how the library 
. 
system was :1et up and who paid for it. He was also asked to recommend 
eete of books, or libraries, and by 1859 they were more expensive ones 
than Powell approved. One series of three sets cost $105.70, $203.90, 
and $439.89 retail. Districts could &et them cheaper if enough were 
interested. 53 
James H. Blodgett had a few words of advice on libraries to offer 
his friend the Superintendent. The libraries recoMmended by Powell were 
unpopular, at least in Bl.odgett ' s  circle, because people were diosatisfied 
wi th  tho coraposi tion of the sets and with the books themselves. Blodgett 
.53H. B. Blackwell to Newton Bateman, April 2, 1859, Chicago, 
Bateman HSS. 
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felt that Batema� shoQld l'X>t endorse them or he wo�ld bo i n  trouble. The 
idea of a State 0uperintendent of Public Instruction did not meet with 
favor everywhere and Bateman would compound his problems if he approved 
an unpopular cause. Blodgett was not against the set system, just the 
particular sets Powell chose. 
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Bateman did feel he could comment on the importance of a well-
chosen library in his Report for 1865-1866. By this time individual volumes 
were purchased, therefore it can be assumed he did not disapprove of the 
new way. He probably would have gone into the subject of libraries at 
more length earlier if he liked the old system or sets of books being a 
library. He felt students would benefit �reatly from exposure to a good 
library for "History should teach them, Philosophy purity their minds, 
and Poetry fire and exalt their affections." The Superintendent believed 
education should off er more than mere practical inforraation and a 
library was a way to introduce culture into the system. Teachers would 
also h ave access to the books and could increase their effectiveness 
by increasing their knowledge.55 A library was also practical because 
''enlarged power of thought is the rnost practical of all powers" and 
knowledge and idea e gained from reading diff orent works certainly 
broadened the nind. 56 
Libraries wore necessary, Bateman believed , because they contained 
54James H. Blodgett to Newton Bateman, February lo, 186o, 
�endota, Illinois, Bateman MSS. 
S5sixth Biennial Report1 p. 127. 
'6rbid. 
reference books which were certainly of value. A school without • 
library might be vary likely to have no books other than texts which 
belonged to the students. Since the legislature made some provision 
tor libraries it must think them worthwhile. As many districts as 
possible ought to establish them and those already in existence should 
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be enlarged. Svery pupil needed an introduction to science books, 
histories, works on travel and exploration, poetry, some philosophy, and 
fiction to truly awaken his mind. The Superintendent then stated that 
his office would draw up a suggested list of titles which would be 
available to all who wished it. Bateman evidently followed Blodgett • s  
advice to some extent !or he only offered information when it was 
requested and he did not fnor one particula.r publisher by reoomending 
only his books. 
Newton Batel!lan was editor of the Illinois Teacher, published by 
the State Teachers' A�sociation, in 1858 when he first ran for Superintendent. 
In his first issue he asked for a wider circulation because "the Teacher 
has a mission--a chosen an important work to do. In its own sphere it 
has no rival--it occupies the field alone, ed�cation tor � is tho 
gospel it preaches. "57 There was more emphasis on how to teach than on 
what t.o teach in its articles while Bateman was editor. He alao contributed 
articles to the magazine while be was in oftice. In 1859, at the suggestion 
or Dr .  Samuel Will1rd, the editor, Bateman began a regular column ot 
57As quoted by E. P. Bingham, ttThe Horace Mann of the West, " 
The Illinois Teacher, XXIV ( September, 1935-June, 1936), 17. 
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information hom his office. He wrote up questions and anawere on the 
operation of the school system and discussed subjects he felt were 
important to good education in Illinois: teaching, libraries, and the 
like. County, township, and district officers as well as teachers used 
the magazine. Someti11ea issues were distributed to each legislature to 
publicise a particular cause. 
In 1866 Bateman discussed the Illinois Teacher in his Report. He 
wished it to be made the official organ of the Departntent of Public 
Instruction and supported with state fund.a. '!'here should also be a 
paid editor instead of a voluntary one who changed every year. Each 
township should be required to subscribe to one cop7 a year, pay tor 
the subscription with township tunds, and keep the Magasines with 
official record•. Even though the Superintendent wrote up his official 
decisions for the Teacher his office was still obliged to issue special 
circulars containing the same information, or otherviae the decisions 
would not be seen by everyone who should be aware or th819. Somet11lllea the 
circulars were inserted in the Teacher. Circulars coat the atate money 
and Bateman felt it would be cheaper to publish the Magazine and require 
townships to buy it. The whole state would benefit from a wider 
circulation of school laws and explanation, policies, ideas, and the 
work being done since individuals could also subscribe to it ar¥1 many 
would. Uistricts would also buy their own copies tor directors and 
teachers to study. The Superintendent'• office contin�ed to extensively 
use the Teacher but it never became the official departllental organ. 
In 1873 it merged with a Chic•go magazine and becane the Illinois 
Schoolmaster. 
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The Illinois State Normal University vas created by lav February 18, 
18.57 as a soW"ce tor better teachers. The Board o! Edtication for 
the State of Illinois, of which the Superintendent by virtue of his 
office was an .!! officio member, ran the school. Powell and Bateman 
included tbe report of the President in their Reports. In addition 
Newton Bateman wrote short artiolee to counteract a general suspicion 
of the school and its purpo•ea held by man, people. Older teachers 
vere especially doubt.tu! of its nlue and the need tor it, posaibl.7 
because they did well enough, at least in their own opinions, without 
haVing attended. School officero felt the University waa one more 
coamlication in the systel'll. College and university men did not believe 
there was a science of education or an art to teaching. 
Richard Edwards, tirst President ot the Normal University, had an 
uphill battle to justify his existence much less get extras from the 
legislature, and Bateman tried to help him by supporting his recommendations. 
In 1866 r:'.dwarda wanted boarding facilities tor students, a building for 
the Museum of Natural Science then housed in the univereit.y building, 
lawn decoration and fencing, and a iYil'nasium. 
Newton Bateman was an early advocate of a normal school and in 
1856 worked to get the State Teachers• Association to reconwend one. 
It did so. Ae Superintendent he justified the school in his first Report 
in 186o by pointing out that teachers needed to be trained just as did 
other workers. Teaching ability was not necessarily inherited, and even 
if it were, an individual ' s  talent could still be honed. In his 
enthusiasm Batenan went to great lengths to build elaborate analogies 
between teacher training and that required by other fields. Native 
ability did not build the rail.road suspension bridge at Niagara Falla 
and an inexperienced 8ailor could not navigate a ship across the 
oceans. Wh,.v then should just anyone be permitted to educate and 
mold our children? He concluded with the thought that common schools 
certainly needed better teachers and the only way to get them was to 
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train prospective teachers to bring out the best of their natural abilities. 
The Normal lJniversity had only 270 students in its normal department 
in 1866. Thus it could not really be an affective force in raising the 
standard of teaching in Illinois for l!lorne time. There were too few 
normal school graduates among the 17, 279 teachers reported that year to 
make much difference. But . a  start towards requiring more than just a 
common school education for teachers had been rnade when the school was 
eetablished in 1857 and there were more graduates each year. Eventually 
they would be in greet enough numberl!I to T'!lake their infiuence felt. 
CHAP'l'J!:R VI 
N�C:r� BAT ��·Wi AFTER 1866 
After three terms ae State Superintendent Hevton Bateman 
found there was still much to be done to perfect education in Illinois. 
He remained in office eight years longer and there were many additions 
to and changes in the school l.w which pleased hire. The schools 
themselves were at once a source of pride and near despair, depending 
upon which he chose to study and how he chose to look at theas. There 
was always something to be done. 
A major problem £acing Illinois in the 186os was what to do 
about a land grant college. Under the terms of the Morrill Land Grant 
Act of 1862 the state was entitled to 480,000 acres of land which were to 
be sold and the proceeds invested to support an agricultural and 
mechanical echool. Whether to set up a separate school or add on to an 
existing one was a decision that had to be made, and the legislature choae 
the former course. Next, location had to be deternined and the proble11 
became critical �ince there was a tine li�it to the law and that ti.me 
wae running out. Conttress originally authorized the atatAts to t•ke Gp 
their land within three years of the passage of the Morrill Act in 1862. 
In 1865 the time wae extended two more years and in early 1867 Illinois 
had still done nothing and was faced with losing the grant if a school 
was not authorized. On March J, 1867 Governor Richard J. Oglesby signed 
19 
tho law establishing the Illinois Industrial. tJnive:-aity at Champaign­
Urbana. 
30 
Newton Bate1Hn coneidered the problel'fl in his Report in 1866 and 
summarized vhat other etates had already done. He did not conmit himself 
to what he thought should be done. But he was an admirer and f ornier 
student of Jonathan B. Turner of Illinois College and Turner headed the 
movement for a separate institution. Turner was also credited with 
being the founder ot the land grant movement although the law bore the 
name ot Represent•ti Te Justin 1�orrill o! Verl'lont who introduced it to 
Congress. Illinois vaa a leader in the general land grant movement but 
slow to act on its own. As Illinois had no state universities and colleges 
other than the Normal School. a private school Might well have benefitted 
if Turner' s  followers had not won. In fact it was highly unlikely that 
the Norraal University would have gotten the tunds and a private school 
was Tery likely to do so. Illinois College was a leading contender. 
Bateman did not use his office to support Turner' s  ideas but 
ho did so privately and woe consulted on the bill introduced to the 
legislature in January. 1865. It failed to carry because of the difficulties 
inTolved in selecting a location, but the principle of a separate school 
was established. The Governor n8!11ed Bateman an ex officio momber of the 
first Board of Trustees of the Illinois Industrial University by virtue 
of hie office as State Superintendent of l'ublic Instruction. Governor 
Ogleeby appointed the Board in March, 1867 and then assigned Bateman 
to the co11U1ittee on a course of study, library, and cabinets (departments) . 
On March 2, 1868 the University opened for registration. and 
formal ceremonies were held nine days later. Bateman spoke at the 
inauguration of the University and quoted Turner on what the school 
should ofter. "'fhe Principles 2f Science, • • •  and not the bare 
rnanipulatiou of art frhysical laboiJ should form the � � 2f 
Industrial trniversi ties. ,.SB The Superintendent agreed with Turner 
that the school should be more than a place for students to work in 
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agriculture or some for:n of the 111echan1cal arte; they should be taught 
to think by being offered courses other than entirely practical one6. 
Their thoughts can be summed up 1n Bateman' s  words near the close of 
his address: 
If a farmer or an artisan is AS WELL EDUCATED as a lawyer, 
a physician, or a senator--if he has, I mean, as much 
knowledge, as proround a mastery of scientific and philosophical 
principles, as much eel!'-knowledge and self-independence. 
as much varied attainment, as much BRAIN POWER, THOUGHT 
i>Q1fili, and !rnART POH.@ he will be the PEffi of the latter, 
in influence aoo honor and usefulness and force, anywhere 
and everywhere and alwa,ys--but if not .. he will be inferior 
to the other in power and influence, and no device. or 
pretense, or qeclamation, or protest, or aophistry can make 
it othervise.59 
Newton Bateman probably approved the Industrial University 
becoming the University of Illinois because it evolved into a school 
that offered so much f'llOre than was originally intended. 
In 1R66 Bato!"lan felt it neeessary to defend the tree school system 
from attack by those interested in furthering colleges and uniYersities 
at the expense of public elementary and secondary education. Colleges 
and public schools were not rivals b11t should cooperate. The public 
schools Would act as feeders to the more adYanc� ones. Public higher 
58Aa quoted in Powell, Semi-Centennial History £!: � Universitz 
2.f. Illinois, I, P• )00. 
59 Ibid . ,  P• )02. 
-
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education should exist too in the form of a state university but a 
comon school system was alao neceaaary. 
If a college could not ca11pete with high schools then the college 
was obviously not doing its job and shoul.d surrender for the two kinds 
of schools were supposed to be different. "The college mllst become 
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such in truth, or succwab." 
Private schools also had their place in education beside the 
public ones and would continue to exist until public schools bec8Jlle 
good enough to draw all the students. In fact. private schools should 
operate and it was up to the individual to decide which be would attend. 
Ir a private school had s0111ething to o�er, it, like a college, would 
not be closed down by public ones. 
Since norltl•l schools could not furnish. enough teachers the 
colleges should help supply them. Thus colleges became important to 
ool'llllOn schools which in turn furnished more atudenta to the colleges. 
A conabination ot colleae training in the general and normal school training 
in the specific was an ideal one. 
Bateman believed that church supported, or Christian, college• bad 
their unique place in eociety-aft,ar all he graduated from one. Su.ch 
schools exerted a good influence by teaching religious and moral 
concepts and precepts and their influence was even Kreater when graduates 
went into teaching. Young people as well as the general public were then 
exposed to the results of a Christian education. "Connected as it 
f:.8 religious colleg!l almost invariabl1 is with superior scholarship and 
6o 
Sixth Biennial Report, p. 157. 
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skill in teaching, it weds goodness to learning, and adds the ineffable 
61 charms of r:ioral beat1ty to the cold polish of scholastic culture." 
A church related college could off er what i t  did because it was independent 
and it should stay that way and resist all temptation for public aid. 
With state aid came control and the religious school would lose its 
unique characteristics which gave it value. 
With these views it was no surprise that Newton Bateman, after 
working fourteen years for the public schools, accepted the position 
as President of Knox College in 1875 when be retired as Superintendent. 
A special meeting of the board of the college held in Chicago elected 
him president August 12, 1874 after he announced he would no longer 
run tor oftice. Knox College was a private Presbyterian school in 
Galesburg, Illinois. Bateman was president for eighteen 1eara and 
remained on the stat! tour more until his death. During his tenure the 
college steadily rose in infiuence, endo'W!ltent, and number of students. 
Standards were higher when he resigned than when he asa1.111ed the 
presidency. Because ot his stature and genial nature Baterrian was known 
as the "Little Praxy" during· the years at Knox. The Board accepted his 
resignation in 1892 with great reluctance onl.y on the condition that 
he remain as actifli president while the president designate, John H. 
Finley 1 was on leave. When Newton Bateman finally resigned in June, 
1093 he was given the title President Enseritus and the position of 
Professor of l!;ental and Moral Philosophy and Aesthetics. 
61Ibid . ,  p .  16J. 
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From 1877 to 1891 Bateman vas a member of the State Board ot 
Health, appointed by the governor. Four of those years he served as 
president ot the board. In February, 1878 President Rutherford B. Hayes 
appointed Bateman "Assay Co!'llm:i.ssioner" to test the weight and fineness 
ot u. s. coins as set up in the Congressional Act of June 22, 1874. 
His wife, Annie T7ler Bateman, died of chronic asthma in 1878. Clifford 
Rush Bate111an, his aon, died five years later on February 6, l88J at the 
age of twenty-nine. The son offered great promise and his death was a 
great blov t.o Bateman. Clifford Bateman graduated from Amherst College 
and the law departuaent of Colwabia Uldveraity, and then studied in 
Berlin, Heidelbvg, and Paris. A little over a 7ear before his death 
he accepted the chair, created tor him at the age of twenty-seven, 
of Professor of Adlliniatrative Law and Goverrnent at Columbia. Newton 
Bateraan then had three daughters lett, one b7 his .ti.rat wife and two 
by his aeoond. All three naarried clergymen and survived their !ether. 
In his last years Batentan worked on the Hist.oriCAl Encyclopedia 
� Illinois � Commemorative Biographies, of which he was editor-in-chief. 
Among his final duties was the revision of some of the material for 
the nearly completed book. It was published in 1898 and reprinted many 
ti.lies, usually with a history of an Illinois County attached. On 
October 21, 18971 three months after his seventy-fifth birthday, 
Newton Bateman died of "angina pectoris." 
CONCLUSION 
Newton Bateman ' s  years a s  State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction were critical in the history of education in Illinois. 
They spanned a period that began soon af'ter the establishment of 
the first real free echool system in 185.5 and ended two yoars after 
the legislature adopted a new school law reorganizing the syatenl to 
meet the provisions of the Constitution of 1870. Establishing a system 
by law is not the sa11e thing as creating a workable one and Bateman 
had the opportunity to do the latter when he took office in 1859. His 
succel!ls and his dreams led to the article on education in the new 
Constitution and this can be said to be his greatest achievement, for 
the need and importance of public education was recognized by the citizens 
ot Illinois in their reost fund8ITlental document. 
There were many innovations in the tree school syste"' instituted 
by Superintendent Bateman and these came mainly in his early years in 
office. State teacher ' s  certificates, graded county ones, required 
examinations tor all kinds of certificates, the office of county 
superinter¥ient to supervise local schools, continuity on the township 
and district level due to overlapping terms of officers, separate high 
schools, more accurate local reports, and hie own Heports With their 
essays were some of Bat9111an• s  irmovations. 
There were failures he had to accept also, and the most notable 
one vas the legislature' s  refusal to set up t.ownships as the basic unit 
8.5 
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of the systerq. Out complete success in aey endeavor is seldom possible 
and later the Superintendent could look to other accomplishnlents to 
help balance the account. !!! children were to be educated and later 
there were compulsory attendance laws to force thm to wse the system 
he created. 
Local districts in 1866 raised forty-two per cent more l'QOney than 
they had in 1865, and the gain that year o•er the previous one was "'°re 
than respectable. The increase was a source of great satisfaction to 
Newton Bateman. Except for his first year in office vhen the figure 
more than doubled over the preceeding 7ear, the increase in 1866 in 
local school revenue was the greatest eYer. True eftect1veness of a 
school system could be judged b7 the willingness o! citizens to pay 
for it and in 1866 they were al.most eager. Of course much still had to 
be done, but the general condition ot the schools was quite acceptable to 
Bateman. No longer waa it necessarily true that a private institution 
was the only way for a roan to educate his children. Public schools were 
eft�ctively meeting the challenge and the competition in a responsible 
raanner. 
Bateitan accoaplished so much in creating a real school system 
from the beginnings or one because hes was able to persuade the 
legislature to view a situation his wayJ enjoyed the confidence and good 
will of the teachers, school officers and the public; was a realist 
and a practical man who did not expect miracle&J was idealist enough 
to push for better conditions; was in office long enough to tollov 
through on his reconmendations; and was willing to work hard. He seldom 
talked or wrote about himself as an individual and nearly all the 
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information about him is concerned with his work as an educator and 
administrator. 
The Superintendent summarized his own work and ambitions in the 
introduction to hi• third Report, the Sixth Biennial. Report, and 
in an es88y, "The American Idea ot Popular Education• " in the same 
•olurae. In 1866 be wrote the report with relief that the war was over 
and joy in the victory of the Union. He saids 
Treason, at least an1ed and insur1ent treason, is dead. 
The great slave empire that was to arise upon the ruins 
ot the republic. is itaelt in ruin•, its lecions Yanquished, 
its banners in the dust. its hope perished, its chieftain 
in prison awaiting the decree of the outraged majesty of 
the law. and if suffered t.o live, still doomed to �orn 
and to the int•1 ot baffied and defeated treaeon.62 
His previous Report showed bis despair in 1862 at the state ot the nation. 
It was hia belief that the Civil War pro wd the value of education 
tor the masses since the North had a better free school system than the 
South and the North won. Bateman exaggerated his case but fundamentally 
he was righti the common soldier in the Hnion army was more likely to 
be literate than his opposite in the Confederate army, could understand 
a given situation better, and follow orders with BOOie comprehension as to 
why they were necessary. "Without the independence and reeources 
conferred by' habits of reading and thinking, the ranks of the rebellious 
armies were dest.itute ot the moral stamina which characterized the 
soldiers of the Union. "63 
A state (nation) should aim "t.o insure and perpetuate its own 
62S1xth Biennial Report, P• 2. 
6J� • • P• 17. 
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truest and grandest 11.i'e" in carrying out a system o! public education.64 
Good citizens knowledgeable in the affairs and history or their country 
and developed to their fullest potential should be the result. ilmerican 
schools should teach the American system of goverrnent so that the 
people in turn could fully carry on the work of the state with lull 
understanding of its ai•• and purpose. 
"The noblest end of huaan efforts is tho development and 
elevation of !!!.!!2 himseit."65 rr an educational system did not result 
in full hU11an develop111ent the system was a f'ailure. Bateman loved 
to generalise on the ulti.Jllate aim of tree schools in his essays, but 
he asked the legislature for specific means to achieve his ends. His 
language in requests was quite different and less colorf'ul than when he 
philosophized, for he was deaJ.ing in realities when he wanted an 
amendment or an addition to the law and could not aftord to antagonize 
legislators with words, phrases, and references they might not under-
stand. 
In 1866 Newton Bateman felt it to be particularly i.Jlportant to 
stress that all men were equal before the law and fully entitled 
to all the privileges of the state. That was the reason he presented 
the case for education for colored children in the R!f?ort for that 
year. With slavery a dead inetitution Negroes needed to know wh7 they 
were free so as to be tit for the responsibilities of citizenship. 
64Ibid.,  P• 181. 
65Ibid . ,  P• 18). 
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White people also needed guidance, both to help them understand the 
situation and to develop themselves as good citizens. 
Public schools ( the phraae free schools seemed to have dropped 
from general usage by 1866) were now wall-established in Illinois 
but there was still work to do to reap the fullest gains possible 
from them. Newton Bateman had so far done his job well, and was to 
continue striving to improve his school system because he believed 
in it. 
But I love the work with a great and changeless love, 
and to it shall be devoted all my powers of thought 
and feeling and effort.66 
66 .l.!1?• 1 p. 208. 
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APr'iWDlX A 
GENmAL STATISTICS AS H�!�RTED IN 'fH1� B..QWNIAL RERJRTS 
Item 1858 1859 186o 1861 1862 1863 1864 1865 1866 
1. t-:o. of districts in 
the state 8,154 8,6o6 B,956 9,089 9,h4J 9,�1 9,866 10,062 9,938 
2. rfo. of schools in 
the state 10,2)8 8,447 9,162 9,331 9,Rll ' 9,892 10,3.31 10, 291 9,945 
J. No. of whole townships not reported 1,197 1,222 
4. No. of fraotion•l 
townships not reported 638 643 
5. No. of districts having 
schools 6 months or more 6,460 7,283 7,954 8,062 8,4o6 - - 9,176 9,063 
6. No. of district.a having 
no schools 419* 850 734 684 649 - - 503 502 
1. Average no. of months 
schools have been kept 6.8 6.8 6.9 6.4 6.5 - - 6.51 6.51 
8. No. of white. children 
between the ages or 5 
\ 
( 6 from 1865) and 21 470, 540 5o4,6Jl 546,194 570,254 61),014 - 700,458 743,266 759,987 
9. Total no. of scholars h40,JJ9 451,404 472,247 473,044 516,037 - 573,976 580,304 614,659 
10. No. of colored children 
between the ages or 5 
(6 from 1865) and 21 l, 714 - - - - - - 4,444 4,931 
\() 
*Powell in the Second Repor� stated he knew the figure reported to be grossly under the correct one, p. 9. 0 
AP·� .ilmIY. A-Continued 
Item 1858 1859 186o 1861 1862 
11. No. of male teachers 1,503 7,9o4 8,223 8,010 7, 713 
12. No. of female teachers 5,878 6,ooo 6,485 6,710 7,381 
1). No. of graded schools )02 JOO 294 )66 402 
14. No. of schools erected 1,267 679 557 )82 )21 
is. No. ot days spent 
visiting by county 
superintendents not reported 2,793 4,544 
16. No. of different 
schools visited not reported J,046 4,883 
17. No. of district 
libraries purchased 850 816 738 88 39 
18. No. of volumes 
purchased tor libraries not reported in this manner until 1865 
19. No. of counties hold-
ing institutes not reported 44 31 JO 
20. No. of county 
institutes held 52 - 84 42 37 
21. No. of state certificates 
given ( new in 1861) 23 19 
186) 1864 
6,776 6,533 
9,267 9,539 
- -
.349 528 
- h,281 
- 4,444 
- -
- -
- . 55 
4 16 
1865 1866 
6,172 6,825 
l0,843 l0,454 
513 628 
510 612 
S,696 7,542 
4,468 7 , .363 
no longer used 
978 1,166 
)2 42 
46 56 
1 19 
'() 
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APPENDIX B 
FIHANCI AL S'rl\TT�TICS AS f?�PORTW TN THJ� BI!iJ-JNIAL HEPORTS 
1858 1859 1R6o 1861 1862 
1. Total !'IK>ney raised by 
local taxes $.563,460 $1, 201,895 $1,26.5,137 $1,243,1n $1,0.5 ,.340 
2. Highest monthly wages 
paid a male teacher 200.00 iao.oo 180.00 16o.oo i6o.oo 
). Highest monthly wages 
paid a female teacher 6o.oo 7.5.00 75.00 50.00 50.oo 
4. Lowest monthly vagea 
paid a Male teacher 10.00 - B.oo 6.oo 1.00 
5. Lowest 110nthly wages 
paid a female teacher s.oo 4.oo 4.oo 2.00 s.oo 
6. Average monthly wages 
paid male teachers 29.66 29.42 28.82 28.� 25.00 
7. Average monthly wages 
paid female teachers 19.48 19.20 18.80 18.6.5 16.03 
1865 
Sl.,958,770 
200.00 
85.oo 
10.00 
6.oo 
JB.09 
24.96 
1866 
$2,789,335 
240.00 
110.00 
1).00 
6.oo 
.39.10 
26.19 
\() 
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